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Abstract 
 
 This thesis covers a number of different aspects of chemistry including 
molecular inorganic chemistry, nanochemistry and heterogeneous catalysis. The key 
aspect of our research is a bottom-up approach towards generating gold nano-
particulate heterogeneous catalysts. Two phosphine-stabilised gold clusters 
containing Au9 and Au13 cores were prepared and used as molecular precursors to 
tailor specific size of gold nanoparticles. A number of techniques were employed to 
characterise the clusters as well as the catalysts in order to follow the nano-
particulate creation. The conventional incipient wetness impregnation (WI) method 
was used to deposit clusters onto SiO2 nanosphere and Al2O3 supports followed by 
high temperature calcination (300
°
C and 500
°
C) for catalyst activation. A highlight of 
this thesis is the development of the tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) assisted 
deposition-precipitation method towards producing smaller size of gold nano-
particulate catalysts. Catalyst activation at relatively low temperatures (95
°
C) via the 
TBHP method minimised gold agglomeration, gold nanoparticles obtained by this 
method being < 10 nm in diameter. The relationship between catalytic activity and 
the size of clusters used as well as the catalyst preparation method (WI vs TBHP) 
was studied by liquid phase oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Higher turnover frequencies 
(TOF) were observed employing catalysts prepared via the TBHP method and 
proved to be recyclable up to at least six times with only minimal decrease in 
catalytic performance. Attempts had also been made to synthesise heterobimetallic 
gold-metal catalysts containing palladium and tin. The synthesis, characterisation and 
catalytic activity of both heterobimetallic catalysts are also reported.  
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1 
 
Chapter 1 
 
General Introduction 
 
1.0 Overview 
Nanochemistry is an exciting and rapidly developing discipline with 
important applications in the area of heterogeneous catalysis. Thus, nanoparticles of 
the late transition elements; ruthenium, platinum, palladium and gold show 
particularly high activity in a range of important catalytic processes
1-3
. They can be 
prepared in a number of ways but one attractive way of controlling their precise 
nature and size, hence their activity and selectivity as catalysts, is via a bottom-up 
approach. This involves the initial preparation of homogeneous molecular clusters 
which can be tailored to have specific molecular parameters such as the number and 
arrangement of metal atoms. These complexes are not catalysts since the supporting 
ligand shell blocks the active sites; however, they can be activated by heating or 
chemical oxidation to give “naked” nanoparticles with high activity. 
 
To introduce these molecular clusters to solid supports, there are three major 
procedures; namely, incipient wetness impregnation or the wet impregnation method, 
the deposition-precipitation method (immobilization) and the grafting or anchoring 
method. The wet impregnation method involves the support being brought into 
contact with a solution of the precursor and then removal of the solvent followed by 
calcination. This method is commonly used as it allows the active phase to be 
deposited onto a specially shaped or structured support
4
. The deposition-precipitation 
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method involves a precursor solution being mixed with a solid support; with the use 
of a precipitating agent then simultaneous precipitation of both the support and the 
active phase through adjustment of the pH. The precipitating agents used being 
typically NaOH or urea
5
.  
 
 
Figure 1.1: Grafting or anchoring process of supported catalyst
6
 
 
Grafting or anchoring method requires support to be surface modified or 
functionalized with specific functional group which then allows the metal complexes 
to be chemically bonded to the support (Figure 1.1). This method is normally 
employed when using zeolite or mesoporous silica as a support. The organic 
structures in their framework provide adjustable reactive surfaces. Organic functional 
groups, typically organosilanes or alkoxyorganosilanes, are reacted with the 
assembled silicon mesostructure with or without the surfactant template present
7
. If 
the template is still present, the grafting process will involve simultaneously 
removing the template and attaching the functional group. However, the pores of the 
material can be blocked during this process so a one-pot synthesis using the 
necessary components is more advantageous. This one-pot synthesis is known as co-
condensation, in which the desired organosilyl functional groups are combined with 
the surfactant or other structure-directing agent. In this method, the material becomes 
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structured and functionalized. Co-condensation gives rise to periodicity with the 
mesostructure, and it accommodates larger organic groups as well as larger pore 
sizes because of the one-step assembly process
8
.  
 
Molecular gold clusters have been widely studied as precursors to gold 
nanoparticles
9-18
, with phosphine and thiolate derivatives being employed
19-23
. The 
gold clusters can be tailored to have specific atom frameworks by introducing 
different ligands. An important challenge in cluster-based catalyst research is to 
understand how the cluster behaves when deposited onto the support. Does the 
unique framework retain or collapse and undergo framework rearrangement resulting 
in different cluster sizes and shape that show different catalytic properties? Figure 
1.2 shows development of cluster based catalysts. 
 
Besides the potential of tailoring the molecular gold clusters in order to give 
highly disperse, supported gold nanoparticles, other low-valent transition metal 
atoms can be introduced into the molecular cluster which allows activity to be further 
tuned, while they can also act as the “hook” towards anchoring the species onto the 
support. This is required since often the catalytically active metals do not adhere 
strongly to the support and hence deactivation via aggregation can be rapid. One way 
to tackle this is to use a linking element which binds strongly to both support and 
nanoparticle. There are a number of possible elements which fulfil this role such as 
copper
24-26
, ruthenium
1, 27
 and tin
28, 29
. Further, many other mixed-metal gold 
catalysts are known to enhance the catalytic performance with the synergistic effect 
offered for different types of catalysis reaction
30-32
. 
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Figure 1.2: Development of cluster-based catalysts
33
 
 
1.1 Catalysts and Catalysis : Concepts 
A catalyst can be defined as a substance that alters the rate of a chemical 
reaction. The process of acceleration or deceleration of a chemical reaction due to the 
presence of a catalyst is called catalysis. For the occurrence of any process an 
activation energy is required (Figure 1.3). For reactants, it is a necessity to achieve 
this activation energy in order to be converted into the final products. This energy 
barrier of a reaction is called the activation energy, Ea. When a catalyst is present it 
generally decreases the activation energy allowing the reaction to proceed at a faster 
rate
34
. 
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Figure 1.3: The relationship between activation energy (Ea) and enthalpy of 
formation (ΔH) with and without a catalyst6 
 
However, there are also some “negative” catalysts, which decelerate reaction 
rates
35. “Negative” catalysts are best termed “inhibitors” as the use of the term 
“negative” has always drawn to a misleading judgement. These catalysts have great 
uses in medical science, slowing down various detrimental biochemical reactions. 
The mechanism of action for these catalysts is such that they generally provide a new 
path for the formation of products from reactants with higher activation energy 
compared to the energy needed for the reaction mechanism among reactants alone. 
The catalyst will combine with intermediates in a chain reaction in such a way as to 
break the reaction chain that results in the retardation of the reaction. Enzymes are 
inhibitors that are widely used in the treatment of cancer, slowing down the growth 
process of the cancerous cell
36
. 
 
 
Ea 
ΔH 
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1.2 Homogeneous vs. Heterogeneous Catalysis 
Homogeneous catalysts are those that are in the same phase as the substrate, 
which is generally a liquid. These catalysts have the advantage of mixing with the 
substrate better than heterogeneous catalysts. In homogeneous catalysis, the speed at 
which the reaction takes place is generally proportional to the concentration of 
catalyst
37
. The active molecules tend to be mononuclear species with labile ligands. 
Homogeneous catalysts are frequently used in organic synthesis and have been found 
to be particularly useful for asymmetric synthesis as the ligands on the active centre 
can be carefully selected to allow only one stereoisomer to be formed
38
. 
Homogenous catalysts are often highly selective and operate with high turnover 
numbers, although catalyst recycling can be uneconomical. Problems with 
homogeneous catalysts are that they are normally difficult to separate from the 
reactants as they are in the same phase, and rates are relatively slow. 
 
A heterogeneous catalyst is one that is in a different phase to the reactants. 
The catalysts are usually solid with the substrates in either gas or liquid form. In 
heterogeneous catalysis, the speed at which the reaction takes place is proportional to 
the area of the catalytic surface
34, 39, 40
. The rates of diffusion of the reactants and 
products on the catalytic surface, as well as the rate of activity at the site of the 
catalyst, are all important factors in heterogeneous catalysis. Heterogeneous catalysts 
are generally preferred for industrial processes since they can be easily separated and 
reused in a subsequent cycle. 
 
Heterogeneous catalysts come in different forms depending on their use. 
There are two main types of heterogeneous catalyst; bulk catalysts and supported 
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catalysts
41
. In heterogeneous catalysis the rate of diffusion is generally slow, but the 
catalytic rates are high. A major problem with heterogeneous catalysts is that surface 
phenomena lead to catalytic deactivation, either in bulk or in dispersed metal 
systems. Deactivation can be caused by species such as oxygen, carbon monoxide, 
halogens, sulphur, hydrocarbons or even the reaction products
42
. This occurs because 
only a small fraction of the catalytic surfaces are ‘active sites’43-45. These are often 
associated with geometric lattice defects or adjacent regions in different oxidation 
states. If these ‘active sites’ become ‘poisoned’ by the irreversible adsorption of 
molecules onto them, they become unavailable for further catalysis. Catalytic metals 
are not equally susceptible to poisoning, for example, molecular oxygen poisons gold 
to a lesser extent than other platinum group metals
46
. 
 
Heterogenizing homogeneous catalysts is a trend toward the development of 
chemically homogeneous but physically heterogeneous catalysts. The beauty of such 
catalysts is that they offer a hybrid organic-inorganic system. The attachment of 
homogeneous catalysts to insoluble supports, such as zeolites
8
 or mesoporous 
materials,
47, 48
 helps retain the reactivity yet aids catalyst separation. These catalysts 
can also be tuned to a specific shape, size or isomer to enhance product selectivity
48, 
49
. Corma et. al have reported many hybrid catalysts that are highly active towards 
oxidation, epoxidation or hydrogenation reactions
50
. One example is an alkanethiol-
capped gold organic-inorganic supported on silica catalyst (Figure 1.4) that was 
synthesized with an average particle size of 2-4 nm which is highly active in CO 
oxidation
51
. The high surface area and properties of the three component catalyst 
system make it interesting for further studies in organic reactions. Although a major 
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downside of this system is that the synthetic procedure is complicated and 
challenging
52
. 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Gold nanoparticles capped with alkanethiol supported on SiO2 
structure. Alkanethiols shown as thick lines (right), provides the organic links 
between the metal particles and the inorganic mesoporous silica
51
 
 
1.3 Gold in Catalysis 
Catalysis by gold being superior to other catalysts was first noted by Bond in 
1973
53
. They used gold supported on silica and alumina prepared by wet 
impregnation to catalyse the hydrogenation of olefins. In 1987, Haruta et al. 
discovered that gold could be highly active in CO oxidation at low temperatures 
when not in the bulk
54
. Later in 1988, Hutchings found gold to be highly effective as 
a heterogeneous catalyst in the hydrochlorination of ethyne to vinyl chloride
55
. 
 
TEOS, H2O, NH4F 
EtOH 
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Figure 1.5: Different size gold nanoparticles appear different colours in solution
56
 
 
Gold in bulk exist in a very striking yellow in colour that makes it attractive 
especially as expensive jewellery. However, smaller size particle of gold gives 
different colours ranging from red to purple in solution depending on the size and 
oxidation state of the gold (Figure 1.5)
56
 that consequently makes gold possess 
unique chemical properties particularly in catalysis. What makes gold strikingly 
active as a catalyst is the existence of very small and fine particles. Thus, gold in the 
bulk is not generally active in catalyzing chemical reactions
18, 57-63
. In the early years, 
the wet impregnation method was widely used to synthesize these heterogeneous 
gold catalysts. However, control over size and particle distribution on supports is 
difficult using this method
60, 64-66
. Hence, the deposition–precipitation and co-
precipitation methods are used and provide the desired intimacy of contact between 
metal and support. The high activity may originate on sites at the gold–support 
interface, with the support making a vital contribution. 
 
Gold catalysts also have potential for both the selective and non-selective 
oxidation of hydrocarbons. For example methanol synthesis via hydrogenation of 
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carbon monoxide or dioxide, the water–gas shift, and the reduction of nitric oxide by 
hydrogen, propene or carbon monoxide 
61, 63, 67-71
. The hydrogenation of unsaturated 
hydrocarbons also occurs on highly dispersed gold catalysts
53, 72-74
. As mentioned 
earlier, the remarkable catalytic behaviour shown by gold depends upon forming 
small particles. Presumably the bulk metal or large particles cannot chemisorb 
typical reactant molecules; this only occurs when a sufficient number of low-
coordination surface atoms are present on particles so small that they lack full 
metallic character. The long neglect of gold as a catalyst is due to the failure to 
appreciate the importance of creating particles that are sufficiently small and, for 
oxidations, of selecting the correct support
40, 42, 75
. The preparation methods for 
heterogeneous catalysts also play an important role in determining particle sizes and 
support-surface interactions. Other relevant factors are the high mobility of surface 
atoms on small particles and the electronegative character of gold, both influenced 
from the relativistic contraction of the s-electron orbitals
76-78
. 
 
It is difficult, bordering on impossible, to prepare a collection of metallic 
particles that are monodisperse, that is with exactly the same size, and it is difficult to 
recognize size effects when the size distribution is broad. Small metal particles are 
unstable with respect to aggregation, the driving force responsible for sintering being 
equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the work done breaking metal–metal 
bonds to form the small particles
4, 74
. Consequently, the metal particles are often 
supported on a suitable high-surface-area solid which keeps them apart, but their 
interaction with the support may affect some changes in the properties and behaviour 
of the particles. 
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The term ‘cluster’ can mean either a small metallic particle containing up to a 
few tens of atoms or multinuclear organometallic complexes, where the array of 
metal atoms is stabilised by suitable ligands
79
. Clusters fall into the category between 
molecules and nanoparticles. They can be considered as large molecules or small, 
monodisperse nanoparticles. Gold clusters have been known since the 1960s, but it 
has only been recently that their applications have been explored
65
. From a structural 
and theoretical point of view, gold clusters are particularly interesting because they 
do not conform to the structural patterns which have emerged for metal carbonyl 
cluster compounds. This is due to two unique properties of gold namely, the 
relativistic effect and aurophilicity. Besides, there are four pre-determined 
differences in their chemistry which are that; (i) aggregation and degradation 
reactions of the gold clusters are much more favourable, (ii) potential energy surfaces 
appear to be much softer, (iii) gold clusters frequently adopt more open structures 
and (iv) the addition of electron pairs to gold cluster cation does not lead to 
geometric changes compared to the metal carbonyl clusters
80
. 
 
1.3.1 Relativistic Effects and Aurophilicity 
Relativistic effects are most important for understanding the chemistry and 
physics of gold
78
. Its molecular chemistry is dominated by complexes of the 
oxidation states Au
+ 
and Au
3+
. The former are generally found to be two-coordinate 
with a linear geometry of the two donor atoms. The d orbitals of gold atoms 
participate in gold cluster formation affording high stabilities of such systems and 
increasing the ionic character of intermetallic gold clusters
78
. While the ready access 
to the higher oxidation states of gold (Au
3+
 and Au
5+
) is best rationalized by invoking 
relativistic contributions, the coordination number and geometry of Au
3+
 and Au
5+
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are not exceptional. The 5d
8
 and 5d
6
 electron configurations require square planar 
tetracoordinate and octahedral hexacoordinate complexation which is confirmed by 
virtually all stoichiometries and structures reported to date in an already vast 
literature
16, 81, 82
. This is analogous to findings for isoelectronic metal cations such as 
Pt
2+
 (5d
8
) and Pt
4+
 (5d
6
) in the 5d transition metal series, but also for Ni
2+
 (3d
8
) or 
Fe
3+
 (3d
6
) in the 3d block
83, 84
. However, for platinum and the gold analogues the 
relativistic 5d expansion / 6s contractions as well as the spin–orbit coupling effects 
are significant contributions enhancing the basic trends in the periodic table. 
 
The inability of f electrons to screen increasing nuclear charge from the s, p 
and d electrons (the lanthanide contraction) accounts for many properties of the third 
row heavy elements such as gold (Z = 79). A large nuclear charge has a large 
electrostatic field which leads to increased inner electron velocities.  These average 
velocities approach the speed of light and hence increased relative masses. Thus 
relativistic mass increase of electrons leads to the stabilisation and contraction of the 
inner s electrons.  These inner electrons shield the d and f electrons from the nuclear 
charge resulting in the expansion and destabilisation of d and f (high angular 
momentum) orbitals.  Since the lower electron s shells must be orthogonal with 
respect to the higher shells, the 6s (and 6p) electrons are also drawn closer to the 
nuclear charge.  These effects are greatest in gold which is the most electronegative 
metal with a value of 1.691 V for the Au
+
/Au
0
 couple, and a high first ionisation 
energy
13, 78, 85-87
. 
 
Another important factor affecting the synthesis of gold clusters is the 
aurophilic interaction. Aurophilicity is defined as the tendency of closed-shell gold(I) 
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atoms to aggregate at distances shorter that the van der Waals radii
88
. The energy of 
aurophilic molecules is comparable that of a hydrogen bond
86, 88
. The aggregation is 
an intrinsic effect of the metal centres and is not imposed by the ligand architecture. 
So in principle, gold-gold interactions could be used to control supramolecular 
structure and their dimensionality. Nevertheless, in most cases the formation of 
polymeric structures or the ligand architecture plays a significant role in the 
aggregation of the metal centres. 
 
1.3.2 Molecular Gold Cluster 
[Au11(PPh3)7I3]
89
 was the first example of a molecular gold cluster 
synthesized and since this the area expanded rapidly. Many of the known cluster 
entities are stabilised by tertiary phosphine, (PR3) and halide ligands, (X)
90
. 
Nevertheless, research has also been carried out on clusters stabilised by other 
ligands, particularly thiolates. The largest molecular gold cluster known to date is 
[Au102(p-mba)44] (p-mba = para-mercapto benzoic acid) (Figure 1.6)
91
. The surface 
coverage of the thiol ligands is relatively large at 70% of the 23 surface gold atoms. 
The thiol monolayer is not only stabilized by bonds with the gold surface, but also by 
interactions between the p-mba ligands. At the center of the 79 atom core, the gold is 
arranged in an fcc arrangement also found in metallic gold. 
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Figure 1.6: X-ray crystal structure for [Au102(p-mba)44]
91
 
 
This cluster was discovered whilst researching thiol-stabilised nanoparticles 
which are similar to clusters only larger and generally non-uniform in size and 
geometry. The cluster [Au102(p-mba)44] is of great importance because it was the first 
reported monoatomically dispersed nanoparticle. This is a huge area of research due 
to gold nanoparticles unique optical, electrochemical and photophysical properties. 
Thiol-stabilised gold nanoparticles are usually prepared through the reduction of 
AuSR species by NaBH4 but this can give a range of particle sizes
92
. Control over the 
average core size can be exhibited by monitoring the ratio of Au:SR. The size of the 
particles formed is highly sensitive to the reactions conditions during their synthesis. 
The length of the SR ligands is another major factor controlling the particle size. 
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1.3.3 Phosphine-stabilised Molecular Gold Clusters 
Phosphine ligands play an important role in determining the clusters 
framework. Thus, changing substituents on phosphine ligands can cause marked 
changes in the behaviour of the metal clusters. Molecular structures, rate and 
equilibrium constants, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) chemical shifts and even 
relative infrared (IR) intensities have been correlated with ligand cone angle
93
. The 
latter is a measure of the size of a ligand defined as the solid angle formed with the 
metal at the vertex and the hydrogen atoms at the perimeter of the cone (Figure 1.7). 
 
For phosphine-stabilised gold cluster cations, the extent of cluster growth is 
primarily limited by the steric demands of the peripheral ligands
80, 94
. When small 
ions such as chloride or bromide replace one of the bulkier phosphine ligands then 
the cluster growth can proceed until it is limited by the steric demands of the new 
ligand set. Hence, in a bottom-up approach towards gold nanoclusters, designing the 
gold clusters by appropriate ligand choice with a specific cone angle is promising. 
For example, exchanging PPh3 ligand with Ph2P(o-tolyl) ligand leads to the 
formation of [Au6(Ph2P(o-tolyl))6](NO3)2 (Au6), rather than [Au9(PPh3)8)](NO3)3 
(Au9). In Ph2P(o-tolyl) ligand, the cone angle (θ = 185
°
) is greater than PPh3 ligand 
(θ = 145°)93 making it more congested hence decreasing the binding ability. Thus, the 
conclusion can be made that steric effects occurring in the ligand environment cause 
the aurophilic interaction to be less favourable leading to the formation of smaller 
clusters. 
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Figure 1.7: The ligand cone angle 
 
Phosphine-stabilised gold clusters are generally synthesized by the reduction 
of mononuclear gold phosphine complexes, AuX(PR3) and the most commonly used 
reducing agent has been NaBH4. The type of reducing agent used is also an important 
factor affecting the formation of the gold cluster. From the same gold-phosphine 
complex precursor, a number of different complexes can be obtained if a different 
reducing agent was employed. For example, the reduction of (PPh3)AuCl by [Ti(-
C5H5Me)2] leads to the formation of [Au9(PPh3)8]
+3
, 
95
 whereas reduction of the same 
compound with B2H6 gives a larger gold phosphine cluster [Au55(PPh3)12Cl6] 
96
. 
 
Two gold complexes were commonly used as the starting material in 
synthesizing phosphine-stabilised gold clusters, [Au(PPh3)]Cl
15
 and 
[Au(PPh3)]NO3
14, 97
. The most stable compound derived from AuCl is in fact 
[Au(PPh3)]Cl but with an excess of phosphine, [Au(PPh3)2]Cl could also be 
obtained
94, 98-101
. Meanwhile, the nitrogen-oxygen stretching bands in [Au(PPh3)]NO3 
seems to indicate that the nitrate group does not act as ligand and it is not covalently 
bonded to the metal
102
. Other synthetic routes to gold clusters include; reactions of 
carbonyl metalates with AuPR3X (X = halide or weakly coordinating anion)
103
, 
metal 
substituents 
P 
Cone angle, θ (degree °) 
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replacement of metal hydride ligands by AuPR3
+
 units
104
, and formation of new 
clusters by the reduction of AuPR3
+
 moieties in the presence of a coordinately 
unsaturated transition metal compounds
105
. 
 
Another unique feature of phosphine-stabilised gold clusters is the way that 
the size and geometry adopted by the cluster is highly dependant upon the ligands in 
the complex, depending on the specific ligand cone angle. Table 1.1 summarizes 
some examples of common structural geometries associated with specific gold 
clusters. The main form of bonding occurring within gold clusters is the overlap of 
the 6s orbitals and is of a multicentre nature. Thus for the clusters to be at their most 
stable, bonding occurs in all directions. This leads to the shape of clusters of low 
nuclearity being condensed deltahedral polyhedral, while higher nuclearity clusters 
contain an additional metal atom at the centre of polyhedron
80, 90, 106, 107
. By slight 
alteration of the phosphine group on the gold(I) precursor, a large change can be seen 
in the cluster core. For example, the reduction of [Au(PPh3)](NO3) by NaBH4 gives 
the cluster compound, [Au9(PPh3)8](NO3)3
108
, whereas if [Au(PCyPh2)](NO3) is 
reduced under the same conditions, [Au6(PCyPh2)6](NO3)2 is formed
109
. Geometric 
rearrangement has also been demonstrated through electrochemical reduction of the 
gold cluster
110
. [Au9(PPh3)8]
3+
 was reduced by a two-step charge transfer at a 
platinum electrode to give [Au9(PPh3)8]
+
. The solid structure of the cluster had 
reordered significantly as a result of the reduction process.  
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Table 1.1: Summary of some of known gold cluster cations with their polyhedral 
geometry arrangement
90
 
Stoichiometry Polyhedral Geometry 
Non-centred polyhedral: 
- [Au4(PPh3)4(-I)2] 
111
 
- [Au7(PPh3)7]
2+ 112
 
 
- tetrahedral 
- pentagonal bi-pyramid 
Condensed non-centred polyhedral: 
- [Au6(PPh3)6]
2+ 109
 
- [Au6(dppp)4]
2+ 113
 
 
- edge-sharing bi-tetrahedral 
- di-edged-bridged tetrahedral 
Toroidal centred clusters: 
- [Au10(PCy2Ph)6Cl3]
+ 114
 
 
- tri-edged-bridged centred chair 
Spherical centred clusters: 
- [Au13(PMe2Ph)10Cl2]
+ 115
 
 
- icosahedron 
 
1.3.4 Molecular Gold Clusters as Catalyst Precursors 
The application of phosphine-stabilised molecular gold clusters has an 
increasing attention in a wide range of heterogeneous nanoparticle catalysts due to 
their unique catalytic properties
66, 71
. In principle, the molecular catalyst can be 
tailored to a specific (selective) reaction requirement in almost infinite detail. 
However, most gold nanoparticles catalysts synthesised to date utilise the reduction 
of a gold salt leading to lack of control over the size and shape of the nanoparticles
18, 
116, 117
. Molecular gold clusters, especially phosphine-stabilised gold clusters have 
clearly defined and tunable sizes and shapes potentially allowing the synthesis of 
monodisperse nanoparticles. In 1996, Iwasawa
59
 utilized the Au9 cluster as precursor 
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for preparation of supported catalysts on various inorganic oxides such as TiO2, α-
Fe2O3 and SiO2, which were found to be active for CO oxidation. 
 
Highly active and stable gold nanoparticles catalysts have been synthesized 
by the interaction of Au6 cluster with TiO2 support for CO oxidation
118
. The CO 
oxidation activity is strongly influenced by the catalyst preparation methods 
normally involving the pre-calcination step. However, it was found that even under 
that high temperature pre-treatment condition, the gold catalyst obtained was still in 
the range of <5 nm and highly dispersed on a conventional TiO2 support
119
. The 
nanoparticles generated were found to be uniform in size as compared to gold 
nanoparticle catalyst derived from reduced gold salt as a precursor
57, 59
. This insight 
shows that it is the cluster-derived nanoparticles that results in their small size 
uniformity and enhanced catalytic activity. 
 
A number of important developments in this area have occurred during the 
work described in this thesis. Thus, a simple, effective method has been 
demonstrated to immobilize Au clusters within mesoporous silica (SBA-15, MCF 
and HMS) using triphenylphosphine-protected clusters, [Au11(PPh3)7]Cl3 (Au11) as 
precursors, which were deposited on the silica surface in an organic medium
120
. A 
unique feature of this method is the ability to disperse Au11 homogeneously over a 
large silica surface area by optimizing the solvent-mediated interaction. The gold 
particle size supported on SBA-15 was measured to be ~0.8 nm. It exhibited catalytic 
activity for oxidation of various alcohols by H2O2 under microwave irradiation and 
were found to be reusable. Another Au11 cluster used as a precursor to gold 
nanoparticle catalyst is [Au11(P^P)4Cl2]Cl species (P^P = chiral atropisomeric 
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diphosphine ligand)
121
. In such system, chloride abstraction performed to generate 
Au
+
 active sites induced the Au11 cluster evolution to nanoparticles. The 
nanoparticles generated are reported to be highly active in catalyzing the tandem 
hydroarylation-carbocyclization reaction with minimal sintering being observed. 
This findings hint at the possibility that highly active, homogeneously dispersed and 
practical gold catalysts can be developed if the cluster is used as nanoparticles 
precursor and the size is reduced to below 1 nm
122
. 
 
The development of gold cluster precursors towards nanoparticle catalysts 
expands with the use of bigger clusters in producing smaller nanoparticles. Catalysts 
with very small gold entities (<1.4 nm) derived from [Au55(PPh3)12]Cl6 (Au55) gold 
clusters and supported on inert materials were found to be efficient and robust 
catalysts for selective oxidation reactions
123
. Minimal nanoparticle aggregation was 
reported when using Au55 clusters as the catalyst precursor supported on TiO2. A 
study by Jiang et. al showed that there is a size threshold for these particles in styrene 
epoxidation, where larger particles are relatively inactive
124
. The catalytic activity 
arises from the altered electronic structures intrinsic to gold clusters. The DFT 
technique was employed to simulate the styrene epoxidation on Au55 and Au38 
clusters and showed that the Au38 cluster was more likely the size threshold. The 
high catalytic activity of the Au38 cluster as compared to Au55 is due to their different 
adsorption structures of O2 and styrene resulting from its geometry
125
. Little or no 
cluster aggregation occurred upon deposition or during catalysis, indicating that the 
gold mobility on the surface of the oxide support was limited by the core of the gold 
cluster providing a clear vindication of the cluster precursor approach. 
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1.4 Heterobimetallic Gold-Metal Cluster as Catalyst 
The increasing interest in heterobimetallic gold-metal clusters is based on the 
idea that they contain a variety of novel structures and promising reactivity for 
homogenous and heterogeneous catalytic processes. One of the catalytic reactions 
that have been reported to be activated by the heterobimetallic Pt-Au cluster is the 
H2-D2 equilibration reaction. Generally, the clusters have great potential as models 
for the activation of H2 by supported Pt-Au catalysts. Studies on Pt-centred, crown-
shaped geometry of [Pt(AuPPh3)8](NO3)2 clusters in the solid state showed that the 
cluster reacts rapidly and fully reversibly at ambient temperature and pressure with 
H2
126
.  
 
 
Figure 1.8: Solid state structures of Pt(AuP)x cores of the clusters (1) 
[Pt(AuPPh3)8](NO3)2, (2) [(PPh3)Pt(AuPPh3)6](NO3)2
15
 
 
Instead of catalyzing the H2-D2 equilibration reaction, a number of reports 
have demonstrated the use of gold-based catalysts for CO oxidation
59, 127
, methane 
oxidation
128
, propylene epoxidation
129
 and hydrogenation
2, 130
. The Pt-Au clusters; 
[Pt(AuPPh3)8](NO3)2 and [(PPh3)Pt(AuPPh3)6](NO3)2 (Figure 1.8) when immobilized 
on silica supports showed excellent performance in catalyzing CO oxidation but the 
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same clusters are less catalytically active
15
. Consequently, it is of interest to 
determine the effect of support on the structure and reactivity of the clusters. 
Although supported molecular compounds are not likely to be a practical catalysts 
themselves due to their relatively instability, the study of their surface chemistry can 
provide useful insight into cluster reactivity and the mechanism of thermal 
activation. Adding to that, it was found that the catalyst was more active than single 
metal nanoparticles mainly because of the co-existence of two metals in dispersed 
form (synergistic effect). Hence, when synthesizing mixed-metal catalysts, the way 
that two metals clustered together is another important factor to be carefully chosen. 
 
1.5 Research Aim 
The aim of this project is to prepare a series of gold molecular clusters 
starting from Au9 and Au13 core clusters as well as heterobimetallic gold-metal 
clusters, namely gold-palladium and gold-tin clusters. Characterisation techniques 
such as nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy will be employed with the 
precise geometries of the atoms being probed by X-ray crystallography. These 
molecular clusters will then be absorbed onto oxide supports and nanoparticles 
generated. A few important factors will be investigated throughout the research such 
as average particle size and distribution of particles size of the gold deposited on 
support (i.e the method of gold deposition and support used in the supported gold 
nanoparticle catalysts) as well as the calcination temperatures (i.e method of catalysts 
activation). The precise nature (size, constitution and metal arrangement) of these 
clusters will be probed using extended X-ray absorption fine structure analysis 
(EXAFS) and then tested as catalysts in benzyl alcohol oxidation reaction. 
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Chapter 2 
 
Synthesis and Characterization of Gold Molecular Clusters and Gold 
Nanoparticulate Catalysts 
 
2.0 Abstract 
Gold phosphine molecular clusters were used during this research as 
precursors to gold nanoparticle catalysts. The reasoning behind using molecular 
clusters as precursors is to be able to control nanoparticle size and distribution. Two 
gold-phosphine molecular clusters were used namely, [Au9{(Ph2P(p-tolyl)}8](NO3)3 
(Au9) and [Au13(dppm)6](NO3)4 (Au13) with dppm being 1,1-
bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm). Two methods were utilised towards 
heterogenization of the clusters onto supports, namely, the classic wet impregnation 
method (WI) and tert-butylhydroperoxide deposition precipitation method (TBHP) 
which we first developed and reported
1
. Two different supports were also used, SiO2 
nanospheres and Al2O3. Concise synthetic procedures and characterization 
techniques that were used are discussed in this chapter. 
 
2.1 Introduction 
Highly dispersed gold nanoparticles have been demonstrated to be highly 
active catalysts for a number of important chemical reactions ranging from selective 
oxidation
2
 to hydrogenation
3
 and hydrochlorination
4
. It is crucial to get narrow size 
and shape distributions of gold nanoparticles since catalytic activities have been 
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shown to be strongly dependent on both factors
5
. In order to achieve the controlled 
synthesis of gold nanoparticles within a narrow size range, several methods have 
been developed
6-10
. These include, co-precipitation from an aqueous solution of 
HAuCl4
11
, deposition-precipitation using precipitation agents
12
 and chemical vapour 
deposition of gold nanoparticles
13
. 
  
For catalytic applications, nanoparticles are normally either formed on 
external surfaces of the oxide particles
14, 15
 or embedded in microporous oxide 
matrices such as zeolites
16, 17
. Gold nanoparticles on external surfaces are susceptible 
to aggregation because of a lack of space confinements,
18, 19
  while in zeolites they 
can become inaccessible to reactants for effective catalytic reactions
20, 21
. Our 
approach towards minimizing aggregation and accessibility issues was to use 
molecular clusters as catalyst precursors and the development of methodology for the 
controlled synthesis of gold nanoparticulate catalysts via chemical modification. 
 
This approach has been successfully used to produce a variety of mono and 
bimetallic clusters
1, 22-24
. However, these clusters are generally inherently unstable 
and not easily accessible. In order to use them for catalysis they have to be activated 
by removing the capping agent and attaching to a support which is often a finely-
divided metal oxide, such as silica or titania. The support has a number of functions, 
but the major role is to prevent particle aggregation which can lead to significant loss 
of catalytic activity. 
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2.2 Synthesis of Gold Molecular Clusters 
Gold clusters have been synthesized with two different phosphine ligands 
namely diphenyl-p-tolylphosphine and bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm). 
Their synthesis involved three steps starting with the gold chloride complexes 
(Au(L)Cl; L= Ph2P(p-tol) or Au2(L)Cl2; L= dppm) prepared from hydrogen 
tetrachloroaurate trihydrate (HAuCl4.3H2O) and the ligand. The chloride ligand was 
then exchanged for nitrate by reacting the chloride complexes with silver nitrate 
(AgNO3). Clusters were then obtained by reducing the gold nitrate complexes with 
stoichiometric amounts of sodium borohydride (NaBH4). 
 
 We utilised a synthetic method reported in the literature but with an 
adjustment of the ligand system
25, 26
. The use of diphenyl-p-tolyl-phosphine (p-tol) 
instead of triphenylphosphine (PPh3) ligand was to generate a clearer NMR spectrum 
for monitoring the changes occurred. Besides that, the solubility of the clusters 
especially in non-chlorinated solvent is one of the important parameters that needed 
attention. The presence of the methyl group in the p-tol ligand affords greater 
solubility due to its non-symmetrical structure. Hence, the rearrangement of the gold 
core geometry
27
, also degradation of the clusters
28
 that tends to happen in solution 
especially with the presence of chlorinated solvents, can be minimised. 
 
All experiments were carried out using the standard Schlenk-line techniques 
under a purified N2 atmosphere unless mentioned otherwise. Solvents used were 
dried and O2-free if necessary. No any other special precautions were taken to 
exclude air or moisture from the synthetic procedures. All chemicals were used as 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, BDH or Alfa Aesar. 
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2.2.1 Synthesis of Au9 Clusters 
 
P P Au Cl+HAuCl4
P Au Cl + AgNO3 P Au NO3DCM
EtOH
P Au NO3 [Au9(Ph2P(p-tolyl)8](NO3)3
0.25 eq. NaBH4
MeOH
+ H + 3Cl
+ AgCl
 
Scheme 2.1: Reaction scheme of Au9 clusters synthesis 
 
[Au9(Ph2P(p-tol))8](NO3)3 was prepared as described in the literature
26
 with a 
slight modification. Au(Ph2P(p-tol))NO3 (0.2522 g, 0.467 mmol) in ethanol (10 ml) 
was placed in round bottom flask. A solution of NaBH4 (0.0049 g, 0.119 mmol) in 
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ethanol (10 ml) was added to the stirring slurry of Au(Ph2P(p-tol))NO3. The solution 
immediately turned to dark red-brown. It was stirred until all the white solid has fully 
reacted. Evaporation of the solvents to dryness gave a brown solid (0.2060 g) which 
was then washed with tetrahydrofuran (10 ml) and filtered off under vacuum giving 
the dark green solid. % yield: 78% based on gold. 
1
H-NMR (MeOD): δ (ppm) 
aromatic protons; 7.39-6.51(m); -CH3; 2.10(s). 
31
P{
1
H}-NMR: δ (ppm) 56.6(s). 
Elemental analysis gives C, 43.52%; H, 2.97%; N, 1.00%; as Au9P8C152H136N3O9 
requires C, 43.79%; H, 3.29%; N, 1.01%. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Crystal structure of [Au9(PPh3)8](NO3)3 clusters referenced from 
literature. Hydrogen and carbon atoms omitted for clarity
29
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2.2.2 Synthesis of Au13 Clusters 
 
PP PP
AuAu
Cl Cl
2HAuCl4+
PP
AuAu
NO3 NO3
[Au13(dppm)6](NO3)4
+ 2HClEtOH
PP
AuAu
Cl Cl
+ 2AgNO3 DCM + 2AgCl
PP
AuAu
NO3 NO3
0.25 eq. NaBH4
MeOH
 
Scheme 2.2: Reaction scheme of Au13 clusters synthesis 
 
The synthesis of [Au13(dppm)6](NO3)4
 
was carried out according to a 
literature
30
 procedure. Au2(dppm)(NO3)2 was prepared in an analogous manner to 
Au(PPh3)NO3
26
. NaBH4 (0.0059 g, 0.150 mmol) dissolved in 30 ml ethanol was 
slowly added to a stirred solution of Au2(dppm)(NO3)2 (0.2701 g, 0.299 mmol) in 50 
ml ethanol. The reaction mixture turned green and was then filtered and the filtrate 
set aside. Evaporation of the solvents of the filtrate produced a greenish-brown solid 
(0.2015 g) which was dried in ambient temperature. % yield: 63% based on gold. 
1
H-
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NMR (MeOD): δ (ppm) aromatic protons; 7.85-7.07(m); –CH2-; 3.80(t). 
31
P{
1
H}-
NMR: δ (ppm) 35.9(s). Elemental analysis gives C, 34.11%; H, 2.62%; N, 1.07%; as 
Au13P12C150H132N4O12 requires C, 35.22%; H, 2.60%; N, 1.10%. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Crystal structure of [Au13(dppm)6](NO3)4 clusters referenced from 
literature. Hydrogen and carbon atoms omitted for clarity
31
 
 
2.3 Synthesis of Gold Nanoparticle Catalysts 
Heterogeneous catalysts are often synthesized using capillary impregnation or 
dry impregnation or commonly called the incipient wetness impregnation method. 
The procedure requires the active metal precursor first to be dissolved in an aqueous 
or organic solution before being added to a slurry of the catalyst support in the same 
solvent. It is called capillary impregnation when the capillary action draws the 
solution into the pores and then changes to a diffusion process, which is much 
slower. In order to be able to process changes, solutions must be added in excess of 
the support pore volume. To isolate the catalyst, it is then dried or calcined to remove 
all the volatile components as well as depositing the metal onto the support. The 
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main drawbacks of this method are the limited loading of the metal being limited by 
the solubility of the precursor in the solution and the mass transfer conditions within 
the support pore or surface during the impregnation and drying that determined the 
concentration of the impregnated compound
32
. Nevertheless, the simplicity of the 
procedure often makes it the initial choice for scientist in preparing heterogeneous 
catalysts. 
 
The deposition precipitation method in contrast is usually employed to 
prepare highly dispersed gold particles on oxide supports. It involves heating (from 
70
°
C to 100
°
C) and pH adjustment processes to 7 or 8 by adding a base, such as 
NaOH or urea as a precipitating agent. The precursor and solid support is mixed and 
aged between one to twelve hours and washed with distilled water to remove 
residuals before drying and calcined at the required temperature. Despite the more 
detailed procedure including pre-treatment and calcination that significantly 
influence the properties of the gold catalysts, this method still seems to be the most 
efficient for preparing highly active gold catalysts
12, 33-37
. 
 
2.3.1 Wet Impregnation (WI) Method 
The clusters were deposited on SiO2 spheres or CATAPAL-A Al2O3 with 
different loading percentages of gold (0.1, 1.0 and 4.0 % wt). A proper amount of 
support was immersed in ethanol (5 ml) and stirred for 5 minutes. The slurry was 
then placed in an ultrasonic bath for 5 minutes to generate a relatively equal 
dispersion of the support. An appropriate amount of clusters (0,1 wt. %, 1.0 wt. % or 
4.0 wt. %) was dissolved in methanol (5 ml) and added to the SiO2 slurry while 
stirring. The mixture was stirred for 30 minutes then placed into an ultrasonic bath 
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for another 5 minutes. The products were recovered by drying out the solvents using 
rotary evaporator or Schlenk-line vacuum and then finely ground into a powder to 
get the visibly homogenized sample. The catalysts were calcined at 300
°
C and 500
°
C 
at 10
°
C/min for 1 hour. 
 
2.3.2 tert-butylhydroperoxide Deposition-Precipitation (TBHP) Method 
 The clusters were deposited on SiO2 spheres or CATAPAL-A Al2O3 with a 
calculated of 4.0 % wt. Au loading. An amount of support (1.0 g) was immersed in 
TBHP (5 ml) and stirred for 5 minutes. The slurry was then put into an ultrasonic 
bath for 5 minutes to generate a relatively equal dispersion of the support. An 
appropriate amount of the cluster was dissolved in TBHP (5 ml) then added to the 
support slurry while stirring. The mixture was stirred for 10 minutes then placed in 
an ultrasonic bath for another 5 minutes. An excess of TBHP (5 ml) was then added 
to the mixture which was refluxed at 90
°
C for 3 hours. The products were recovered 
by vacuum filtration, dried in an oven at 100
°
C for 1 hour then finely ground to a 
powder to give a visibly homogenized sample. Half of the catalyst samples were 
calcined at 300
°
C at 10
°
C/min for 1 hour with the remaining being uncalcined. 
 
2.4 Characterization Techniques 
Characterisation of the synthesized compounds was carried out using several 
techniques and instruments at University College London. Elemental analyses were 
measured by Jill Maxwell. Proton-decoupled 
31
P{
1
H} NMR spectra were recorded in 
either CDCl3, CD2Cl2 or MeOD on a Bruker Avance 400MHz spectrometer at room 
temperature. Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) was carried out on 
a Micromass Quattro Micro. Samples were diluted in methanol/water at a 
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concentration of ~1 ng/L. Thermogravimetric and differential scanning calorimetric 
(TGA-DSC) were measured on Netzsch system under an argon atmosphere up to 
600
°
C with increasing rate of 2
°
C/min. Transmission electron micrograph (TEM) 
images of the nanoparticles were taken using a JEOL 100 keV transmission electron 
microscope. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) pattern were measured using Bruker 
D4 X-ray diffractometer with Cu K radiation over the 2θ-range of 5 to 90
°
, 
0.05sec/step size. 
 
Au L3-edge extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analysis were 
recorded at DUBBLE BM26 beamline, ESRF Synchrotron Centre Grenoble, France 
and SAMBA beamline, SOLEIL Synchrotron Centre Paris, France and DIAMOND 
Light Source, Oxford, UK. The samples were measured at room temperature for ex-
situ study and in-situ heating up to 300
°
C in a transmission mode. Alternate XRD 
patterns were recorded after every one complete EXAFS scan. The data analysis was 
carried out using Athena and EXCURVE software. Detailed procedure to analyse the 
data was employed according to literature
38
. 
 
2.4.1 Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen (CHN) Elemental Analysis 
The first method employed to characterise the clusters prepared was 
elemental analysis. Basically, this technique can be qualitative, that is to detect 
elements present in the compound, and can also be quantitative, determining the 
percentage of each elements present. We determined the mass fraction of carbon, 
hydrogen and nitrogen in the clusters. It is the first insight whether we managed to 
incorporate the ligand and the metal as complexes than clusters without breaking the 
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structure of the ligand used. This information helps us to determine the structure as 
well as ascertain the purity of synthesized clusters. 
 
This technique is accomplished by combustion analysis where a small amount 
of cluster (ca. 15 – 20 mg) is burned in excess of oxygen with various traps attached 
to collect the combustion products. The mass fractions data gathered were then used 
to calculate the composition of the clusters. Results were analysed by determining 
the ratio of each elements from within the clusters and working out an empirical 
formula that fits with those ratios. Comparison of this data with the expected 
calculated data confirms the purity of the clusters. The accepted deviation of 
elemental analysis results from the calculated is 0.4%
39
. 
 
2.4.2 Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy 
Another spectroscopic method utilised in the characterisation of gold 
molecular clusters was ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy. One of the 
characteristics of gold molecular clusters is their colour. The relativistic effects (as 
discussed in Chapter 1) become dominant in gold because of the 5d character that 
makes the s and p sub-shells more contracted while d and f are destabilized and more 
diffuse. This relativistic stabilization results in gold not only being yellow in colour 
but also existing as red, blue, green, purple, brown and even black gold. Therefore, 
UV-Vis spectroscopy can be used to give preliminary insight of the electronic 
properties of gold molecular clusters synthesized. 
 
 The molecular moieties that are likely to absorb light in the UV-Vis region 
(200-800nm) are -electron functions and hetero atoms having non-bonding valence-
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shell electron pairs that are referred to as chromophores
40
. It is difficult to obtain 
much information about the gold molecular clusters using only this technique. 
Hence, other analytical techniques should be employed together but this technique is 
of importance as a first characterization of a newly formed compound as it is simple 
and economic
41
. Mingos et al. used UV-Vis specstroscopy to distinguish the clusters 
in solution from differences in band maxima which differ for Au9, Au11 and Au13 
clusters
42
. Recently, Haiss et al. reported that UV-Vis spectroscopy can be used in 
size determination of gold nanoparticles
43
. 
 
2.4.3 1H and 31P Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a unique technique in 
that it explores the nuclei of a sample and not the electrons. NMR takes advantages 
of the magnetic properties of specific nuclei to yield chemical information. Nuclei 
that have an overall spin can be probed by NMR spectroscopy. When a magnetic 
field is applied to an atom, the magnetic moment of the nucleus will either align with 
or against the applied magnetics field
40
. It is applicable to any kind of sample that 
contains nuclei possessing spin. 
 
 
Figure 2.3: Proton Chemical Shift Ranges
40
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The phosphine stabilized gold molecular clusters that we synthesized were 
probed by NMR measurement for two different active nuclei, proton and phosphorus. 
The nuclei will absorb electromagnetic radiation at frequency characteristic of the 
specific isotope namely 
1
H and 
31
P with spin quantum number of ½. Proton NMR 
was generally straight forward determining the type of proton present in the ligand. 
The assignations of the peaks were done with reference to proton chemical shift 
ranges, as shown in Figure 2.3. 
 
For spin ½ nuclei, the energy difference between the two spin states at a 
given magnetic field strength are proportional to their magnetic moments. However, 
even if all protons have the same magnetic moments, they do not give resonant 
signals at the same values. This is because this is dependent on the electrons 
surrounding the proton in covalent compounds. Upon application of an external 
magnetic field, these electrons move in response to the field and generate local 
magnetic fields that oppose the much stronger applied field. This local field thus 
‘shield’ the proton from the applied magnetic field, which must therefore be 
increased in order to achieve resonance. Such increments are very small, usually in 
parts per million (ppm)
40
. The chemical shift provides information of every 
neighbouring atom (proton) therefore detail of the structure of the molecule can be 
achieved. 
 
We have demonstrated the uses of elemental analysis and UV-Vis 
spectroscopy as the preliminary tools for characterisation of gold molecular clusters. 
It was found to be of limited use to identify and to verify the purity of gold clusters. 
Vollenbroek et. al however proved that 
31
P{
1
H} NMR spectroscopy to be very useful 
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in giving better information about the structure of phosphine-stabilized gold 
molecular clusters
44
. This spectroscopic method was also used to investigate the 
reaction of phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters
27, 45, 46
 and to obtain 
information about chemical bonding and dynamical properties of the clusters. 
 
2.4.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis-Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(TGA-DSC) 
Thermal analysis is widely used in materials science where the properties of 
materials are studied as they change with temperature. In this research, we use 
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) to observe the mass change in the sample, 
together with differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) which records the heat 
differences, while ramping the sample at increasing temperature under controlled 
condition (Figure 2.4). Both TGA and DSC were used simultaneously on the same 
sample in a single instrument. The test conditions are perfectly identical for the TGA 
and DSC signals which include the same atmosphere, gas flow rate, vapor pressure 
of the sample and heating rate. 
 
TGA is a process that utilizes heat and stoichiometry ratios to determine the 
percent by mass of a solute
47
. Analysis is carried out by raising the temperature of 
the sample gradually and plotting weight (in percentage value) against temperature or 
time. The temperature in many testing methods routinely reaches 1000
°
C or higher. 
After the data are obtained, curve smoothing and other operations may be done to 
find the exact points of inflection. 
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Figure 2.4: Example of TGA-DSC curve of Au9 cluster that measured 
simultaneously 
 
DSC measures the difference in the amount of heat required to increase the 
temperature of a sample and reference as a function of temperature
47, 48
. Both the 
sample and reference are maintained at nearly the same temperature throughout the 
experiment. Generally, the sample holder temperature increases linearly as a function 
of time. The reference sample should have a well-defined heat capacity over the 
range of temperature to be scanned. The basic principle underlying this technique is 
that when the sample undergoes a physical transformation such as phase transitions, 
more or less heat will need to flow to it than the reference to maintain both at the 
same temperature. The amount of heat required to flow throughout the sample 
depends on whether the process is exothermic or endothermic. 
 
In our work, TGA-DSC analysis was used to determine the temperature to 
activate the catalyst or to get the naked gold clusters. The existence of ligand as 
precursor for gold molecular cluster to tailor the specific geometry and 
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hypothetically the size of gold cluster can somehow affect the activity of the catalyst. 
Therefore, this technique is needed to determine the required temperature to strip off 
ligands from molecular clusters as well as activating the catalyst. Sintering and 
aggregation of gold clusters can occur at high temperature
18, 19
. It is crucial to control 
the sintering process and simultaneously activate the catalyst with heat treatment at 
ideal temperature. 
 
2.4.5 Electrospray Ionization-Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) 
Mass spectrometry (MS) is another spectroscopic technique that measures 
mass-to-charge ratio of charged particles which determined the mass, elemental 
composition as well as elucidating the chemical structures of a molecule. 
Electrospray ionization (ESI) on the other hand is one of the techniques used in MS 
to produce ions especially macromolecules because it can overcome the propensity 
of molecules to fragment when ionized. The samples were diluted in an appropriate 
solvent (typically mixed water with volatile organic liquor, such as methanol and 
acetonitrile) and then dispersed by electrospray into a fine aerosol. The initial droplet 
size has to be very small therefore compounds that increase the conductivity, such as 
acetic acid are customarily added to the solution. 
 
The ions observed by ESI-MS may be quasimolecular ions [M+H]
+ 
or another 
cation such as sodium ion [M+Na]
+ 
or the removal of a proton [M-H]
-
. Often 
observed in ESI-MS spectrum is multiply charged ions, such as [M+H]
n+
. 
Furthermore, for macromolecules, there are also many charge states observed 
resulting in a characteristic charge state envelope. All these are even-electron ion 
species which is electrons alone that are not added or removed unlike in some other 
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ionization sources. Adding to that, the analytes are sometimes involved in the 
electrochemical processes leading to shifts of the corresponding peaks in the mass 
spectrum
49, 50
. 
 
Traeger et al. is review illustrates the wide and comprehensive uses of the 
ESI technique not only well suited to ionic compounds in solution but also to neutral 
compounds that may be detected following their conversion of closely related ionic 
species in organometallic compounds
51
. Usually, there is a correlation between the 
observed mass spectra and the species known to be present in the solution hence the 
addition of this technique to the other complimentary techniques, such as X-ray 
crystallography and NMR spectroscopy, can give better information in structure 
characterisation. Besides, sometimes the soft nature of the electrospray process 
indicates that ESI-MS can provide a better understanding of structure nomenclature 
particularly when the more traditional methods are either inappropriate or unable to 
use. 
 
ESI-MS is often used for the qualitative determination of compounds, 
nevertheless several researchers have demonstrated successful quantitative 
application
52
. In our work, ESI-MS was used to qualitatively analyse the gold 
molecular clusters synthesized. However, the inaccuracies of the data that we 
obtained due to large molecular mass of the clusters do not permit a clear-cut 
determination of the mass fraction of the compound. Besides that, clusters that we 
synthesized also known to be easily decompose or fragment to other clusters 
especially in solution with halogenated solvents
27, 53
. Hence, we utilised the ESI-MS 
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data as a fingerprinting characterisation of gold molecular clusters that were 
synthesized. 
 
2.4.6 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)Spectroscopy 
XRD is used for identifying the crystalline phases as well as estimating 
particle sizes. It is based on the elastic scattering of X-ray photons by atoms in a 
periodic lattice. A beam of X-rays (wavelength  ca. 0.5-2 Å) hits the catalyst 
sample and is diffracted by the crystalline phases in the catalyst according to Bragg’s 
law (Equation 2.1) where n = 1,2,..., d is the spacing between atomic planes in the 
crystalline phase and  is the diffraction angle.  
n = 2d sin        Equation 2.1 
The intensity of the diffracted X-rays is plotted as a function of the diffraction angle 
and the sample orientation. This diffraction pattern is used for identifying the 
crystalline phases and measuring the size and lattice spacing of the crystallites. Since 
XRD is based on interference between reflecting X-rays from lattice planes, it 
requires sufficient long range order. Non-crystalline catalysts or amorphous will 
show either broad, weak diffraction lines or even no diffraction at all. 
 
 We will discuss extensively the use of XRD in our research in Chapter 3 and 
4. We often employed XRD with EXAFS as an in-situ analysis method in order to 
follow the creation of gold nanoparticulate catalyst from molecular clusters. XRD is 
more useful in the characterization of catalyst rather than the gold molecular 
precursor because we often observed the clusters to be amorphous and not really 
crystalline as we record the XRD pattern of the sample as synthesized. 
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2.4.7 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Electron microscopy is used to determining the size, shape and composition 
of supported particles. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) is a microscopy 
technique whereby a beam of electrons is transmitted through an ultra-thin specimen 
interacting with the specimen as it passes through. An image is formed from the 
interaction of the electrons transmitted through the specimen. The image is 
magnified and focused onto an imaging device such as a fluorescent screen, on a 
layer of photographic film or to be detected by a sensor such as CCD camera
54
. 
 
A TEM is like an optical microscope which the optical lenses have been 
replaced by electromagnetic ones. An electron beam hits the sample and transmitted 
electrons are magnified by the electromagnetic lenses. The optics brings the scattered 
electrons from the same point in the sample to the same point in the image (bright-
field image). A conventional TEM can magnify 300 000 times with a resolution of 
0.5 nm (Figure 2.5 (b)) whereas a high-resolution apparatus can magnify 1 000 000 
times giving atomic resolution (Figure 2.5 (a)). 
 
The contrast in the image reflects the different scattering processes and the 
interactions between the transmitted electrons and different atoms in the sample 
(typical the metal has much higher electron density than the support and appears 
darker in the TEM image). Thus, supported metal particles appear as dark spots 
while the support itself appears as a lighter background. TEM is crucially useful in 
our research to get an insight of the particles size and dispersion of gold nanocatalyst 
on support. Gold as a very dense element gives advantage on analysing the particles 
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using TEM. Information gathered from XRD regarding the particle size of the 
catalyst can be confirmed with TEM images. 
 
 
Figure 2.5: Example of TEM images of Au13 clusters on SiO2 nanospheres 
(TBHP method) (a) high resolution bright field TEM up to 1106 times 
magnification (b) conventional negative film dark field TEM up to 1103 times 
magnification 
 
2.4.8 X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) 
X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) spectroscopy is a unique tool for 
studying, at the atomic and molecular scale, the local structure around selected 
elements that are contained within a material. The term XAFS is a broad one that 
comprise several different techniques namely; EXAFS (extended X-ray absorption 
fine structure), XANES (X-ray absorption near edge structure), NEXAFS (near edge 
XAFS) and SEXAFS (surface EXAFS). XAFS is an intrinsically quantum 
mechanical phenomenon that is based on the X-ray photoelectric effect. An X-ray 
(a) (b) 
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photon incident on an atom within a sample is absorbed and liberates an electron 
from an inner atomic orbital
38
. 
 
XAFS is a measurement unique to each specific element in the periodic table. 
It can give information about the oxidation state of the metal ion under consideration, 
coordination number of the selected ion as well as the bond lengths of first few 
neighbours. Using this technique is an advantage in particular when the metal ion 
concentration is low and may not be crystalline, since this technique does not depend 
on the long-range order. An absorption spectrum comprises of three main regions 
namely the pre-edge, edge and post edge (typical X-ray absorption spectrum is given 
in Figure 2.6). The first part pre-edge and edge regions are also called XANES and 
the post-edge is termed as EXAFS. The absorption process is due to incoming X-ray 
photons exciting a bound or occupied electron from the core energy level to a vacant 
state. 
 
The XANES region is associated with an initial decrease in absorption due to 
mass absorption followed by a sudden increase caused by absorption of X-rays 
causing electrons in the core-level to be excited to a vacant or partially occupied 
states. Different classes of absorption are observed depending on whether the X-ray 
energy excites the electron from the 1s level (called K-edge) or 2s, 2p1/2 or 2p3/2, 
resulting in LI, LII or LIII absorption edges, respectively
38, 55, 56
. In our case for gold, 
we utilised LIII edge. 
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Figure 2.6: Experimental LIII-edge XAS spectrum of Au foil showing the regions 
observed for characterising a material 
 
Information regarding the oxidation state, coordination number and local 
structure of the absorbing atom can be determined using XANES. Nevertheless, the 
quantitative accuracy of XANES calculations and structure determination is not as 
good as EXAFS, since the theory is poorly understood. Therefore, features in the 
XANES are used to determine coordination environment based on the study of 
various appropriate model compounds. 
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2.4.9 Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 
 
 
Figure 2.7: Outgoing photoelectron waves (solid lines) propagate to neighbouring 
atoms represented by open circles. The back-scattered waves (dashed lines) modify 
the wave function at the central atom
38
. 
 
EXAFS is observed as oscillations over a wide energy range in the X-ray 
absorption spectra, 50-1000eV above the edge
55
. Above the absorption edge the 
ejected photoelectrons possess a kinetic energy (Ee). The oscillations observed 
(Figure 2.7) arise due to interference between the outgoing electron wave from the 
absorbing atom and the incoming back-scattered wave from the neighbouring atoms. 
 
We used EXAFS as a means of determining local structure (first few 
neighbours) for the supported gold catalysts. In addition, we demonstrate the power 
of combined EXAFS and XRD data collection using in-situ techniques to study the 
formation of gold nanoparticulate supported catalyst from gold molecular clusters as 
precursor. Only first shell analysis was carried out using EXCURVE which is 
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sufficient to determine whether phosphine ligands are present in the system and the 
nature of the gold nanoparticulates in the supported catalysts. Nonetheless, this 
technique is very important in our work as we gather information that put a mutual 
conclusion to our hypothesis together with other information obtained from other 
characterisation techniques involved. 
 
The analysis of XANES and EXAFS is carried out typically using two 
processing methods. In the first part of the analysis, the background due to mass 
absorption is removed by fitting a linear line. Subsequently the post edge background 
(representing a single atom without neighbours) is simulated by fitting a spline or a 
polynomial and subtracted from the data. Finally the data is normalised with respect 
to the edge jump giving rise to the final normalised data which is used for further 
analysis. The process described here is shown in Figure 2.8. 
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Figure 2.8: Plot of (a) raw data showing mass absorption obtained from EXAFS 
experiment (b) normalised fitting for analysis 
 
Once the normalised data is obtained, XANES data can be used to determine 
oxidation state, coordination geometry by comparing with crystallographically well 
Mass absorption 
Edge jump 
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known model compounds (Figure 2.9). Similarly EXAFS data is processed, more in 
detail using methods developed over the last 20 years. Here, first a model structure 
(which is closed to an expected one) is created and the EXAFS data is calculated 
using the following expression (Equation 2.2) and compared with the experimental 
data. 
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Figure 2.9: Plot of (a) XANES and (b) Fourier Transform of model compound 
(standard); HAuCl4 and Au foil 
 
( )   ∑
    ( ) 
     
 
    
           ( )      Equation 2.2 
N = coordination number 
R = interatomic distance – bond distance 
 = mean square deviation in distance 
f = back scattering amplitude 
  = phase shift 
 
If the match is not acceptable, the coordination numbers, interatomic 
distances and mean square deviation (also referred as Debye-Waller factor) is refined 
in the EXCURVE program to achieve the best match between experimental and 
HAuCl4
Au Foil 
(a) (b) 
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computed data. This procedure allows us to extract the interatomic distances, 
coordination number and disorder associated with the distance. Throughout this 
thesis, the analysis procedure described above is used. 
 
2.5 Conclusion 
 Au9 and Au13 clusters were prepared as the molecular precursor towards 
generating controlled size gold nanoparticles. A simplified method has been used to 
synthesize the clusters and various characterizations techniques were used 
throughout the project. The clusters were first carefully characterised at molecular 
level before incorporating it onto solid support to get heterogeneous gold catalysts. 
More than one type of solid support also has been used in order to study the support 
effect in catalytic reaction. Instead of practising a well-known technique to prepare 
heterogeneous catalyst which is wet impregnation method, we also demonstrate a 
new approach via chemical modification using TBHP to deposit the gold 
nanoparticles onto support. Complete characterizations and comparison between 
catalysts prepared using two methods will be critically discussed in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter 4 of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
 
Gold Molecular Clusters – Structure, Stability and Size Effects on Nanoparticle 
Catalyst Generation by the Wet Impregnation Method 
 
3.0 Abstract 
Phosphine-stabilised gold molecular clusters, [Au9{Ph2P(p-tolyl)}8](NO3)3 
(Au9) and [Au13(dppm)6](NO3)4 (Au13) were synthesized and characterized by 
elemental analysis, 
1
H and 
31
P NMR spectroscopy. Both clusters were then deposited 
onto SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 supports before being transformed into 
nanoparticles. The incipient wetness impregnation or wet impregnation method was 
employed which includes catalyst activation via high temperature calcination (at 
300
°
C and 500
°
C). Particle-support interactions play an important role in controlling 
the deposition of the size and morphology of gold nanoparticles, the formation of 
different surface gold species and their electronic properties as well as their catalytic 
performance (see Chapter 5). Consequently, we scrutinized the structure-stability of 
the gold clusters and controlled particle size formation via in-situ heating using 
instantaneous XRD-EXAFS analysis. Structural parameters such as coordination 
number and atom-atom bond distances were derived utilising Athena and 
EXCURVE software. The gold nanoparticles prepared by this method were relatively 
large (> 5 nm) being bigger than those prepared using co-precipitation or deposition-
precipitation methods. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Heterogeneous gold catalysts prepared by depositing gold nanoparticles onto 
various solid supports have received much attention in recent years
1-5
. There are 
many different methods
6-8
 employed to prepare these catalysts including incipient 
wetness impregnation also known as the wet impregnation method. This involves a 
metal precursor or complex, usually HAuCl4 for gold, being dissolved in an organic 
solvent and stirred with the support followed by solvent removal and evaporation. 
Although the procedure is simple, a disadvantage is that it does not allow control 
over particle size. Gold nanoparticles produced by this method are often > 10 nm in 
size and can enlarge up to > 100 nm resulting in poor catalytic activity. 
 
Consequently, catalysts produced by the wet impregnation method generally 
have poor activities and thus it is necessary to use other methods, such as deposition-
precipitation to produce more active materials. Further, activation of the catalyst 
involves calcination at high temperature resulting in excessive sintering and thus 
limiting access to catalytically active sites. Bowker et. al. have shown that it is 
indeed possible to synthesize high activity supported gold catalysts by the wet 
impregnation method if care is taken to remove chloride during the process
9
. They 
achieved this by employing a double impregnation method where chloroauric acid 
and a base are precipitated out to give gold hydroxide within the pores of the 
catalysts followed by limited washing. Nevertheless, the sizes of nanoparticles that 
they obtained were of the order of 30 nm and above. 
 
Molecular gold clusters have been widely investigated and phosphine-
stabilized examples have attracted much interest
10-15
. These clusters contain a well-
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defined group of metal atoms that are held together by direct metal-metal bonds and 
certain non-metal atoms may also be incorporated
16
. For the phosphine-stabilized 
gold molecular clusters the phosphine ligands can be tailored to give number-specific 
gold clusters. The use of monodentate or bidentate phosphines with different Tolman 
cone angles results in different clusters both structurally and chemically
17
 (see 
Chapter 1). The ability to release these ligands at relatively low temperatures leaving 
naked gold clusters motivated us to use them as nanoparticle precursors. In this 
chapter, we attempt the size-controlled formation of gold nanoparticles using 
phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters prepared via wet impregnation methods. 
Structural stability and size effects were carefully considered and discussed in both 
the gold nitrate precursors and the corresponding clusters. Two different gold 
molecular clusters used in this research were Au9 and Au13 clusters by monodentate 
and bidentate phosphine ligands respectively. 
 
3.2 Characterizations of Gold Molecular Clusters 
All experimental procedures and characterization techniques have been 
precisely outlined and discussed in Chapter 2. 
 
3.2.1 Elemental Analysis 
 
Table 3.1: Elemental analysis data of the synthesized clusters 
Clusters 
% C % H %N 
Calculated Found Calculated Found Calculated Found 
Au9 43.79 43.52 3.29 2.97 1.01 1.00 
Au13 35.22 34.11 2.60 2.62 1.10 1.07 
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Elemental analysis is a useful technique to give the first insight into the 
empirical formula of the clusters. The actual stoichiometry of the clusters, however, 
is difficult to predict due to their large molecular masses. 
 
We obtained relatively good yields for the two clusters synthesized; Au9 was 
isolated as dark green powder
18
 in 78% yield, while Au13 was as a greenish brown 
solid
19
 in 63% yield (based on gold). Elemental analysis data (Table 3.1) for both 
clusters gave % C % H and % N values in agreement with the calculated values. 
Purification of the clusters was done by multiple re-crystallizations since slightly 
higher % N were found at first, probably due to the NaNO3 produced not being fully 
separated. 
 
3.2.2 1H and 31P{1H} nuclear magnetic resonance 
The 
1
H NMR spectrum of the ligands and complexes were monitored 
throughout the synthetic procedure in order to confirm that no degradation occurred 
at any stage. The spectra were recorded on solutions of corresponding ligand and 
complexes in MeOD. Table 3.2 lists 
1
H NMR resonances for Au9 complexes. For the 
phosphine ligand, two types of 
1
H NMR resonance were observed, namely the 
aromatic protons and –CH3 group. The resonance for –CH3 group in p-tol ligand of 
Au9 clusters is shifted further upfield (δ 2.10) as compared to the ligand and the 
intermediate Au-nitrate complex. 
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Table 3.2: 
1
H-NMR chemical shift 
Type of 
1
H 
δ (ppm) 
Ph2P(p-tol) 
(Ph2P(p-
tol))AuCl 
(Ph2P(p-
tol))Au(NO3) 
Au9 
CH3
 
2.38 (s) 2.43 (s) 2.44 (s) 2.10 (s) 
HH
H
HH  
7.19-7.37 
(m) 
7.28-7.56  
(m) 
7.30-7.66  
(m) 
6.51-
7.39 (m) 
 
For the formation of Au13 clusters, bis(diphenylphosphino)methane (dppm) 
was used as the ligand. Resonances for the –CH2 and aromatic groups were observed 
(Table 3.3). The protons resonate shifted downfield upon Au13 formation. The –CH2 
peak appeared as simple triplet in the ligand and intermediate gold complexes. 
 
Table 3.3: 
1
H-NMR chemical shift 
Type of 
1
H 
δ (ppm) 
(dppm) Au2(dppm)Cl2 Au2(dppm)(NO3)2 Au13 
P
H2
C
P  
2.83 (t) 3.63 (t) 3.77 (t) 3.91 (t) 
HH
H
HH  
7.31-7.48 (m) 7.41-7.68 (m) 7.39-7.68 (m) 7.08-7.83 (m) 
 
The use of phosphine ligands gives an advantage in cluster characterization as 
31
P{
1
H} NMR can be utilised giving clearer information on cluster formation. A full 
comparison of the 
31
P{
1
H} NMR data is listed in Table 3.4. For Au9 clusters, the 
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values observed were at 56.6 ppm similar to literature reports of 54.8 ppm for 
[Au9(PPh3)8](PF6)3 in CD2Cl2
20
. For the corresponding Au13 clusters, the 
31
P{
1
H} 
NMR resonance was also in agreement with the literature (35.8 ppm)
21, 22
.  
 
Table 3.4: 
31
P{
1
H} NMR chemical shift 
Compound Chemical shift (ppm) 
(Ph2P(p-tol)) ligand -6.4 (s) 
(Ph2P(p-tol))AuCl 32.4 (s) 
(Ph2P(p-tol))Au(NO3) 26.9 (s) 
Au9 56.6 (s) 
(dppm) ligand -22.6 (s) 
Au2(dppm)Cl2 24.3 (s) 
Au2(dppm)(NO3)2 24.2 (s) 
Au13 35.9 (s) 
 
The singlet observed for Au9 clusters is explained by the dominant trans 
influence of the central gold atom upon the chemical shift of the phosphines 
coordinated to the peripheral gold atoms as described by Bour et. al.
20, 23
. For Au13, 
the singlet was due to all twelve phosphorus atoms that are equivalent due to 
symmetrical nature of the icosahedral geometry
22, 24
. An identical one signal 
spectrum was observed even after heating the solution at 50
°
C for a day and also 
after being left for more than a month, indicating that the cluster skeleton possesses 
high structural stability in methanol. 
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3.2.3 Electrospray Ionisation-Mass Spectrsocopy (ESI-MS) analysis 
 To aid determination of the elemental composition of the clusters 
synthesized, a mass spectrometric study using electrospray ionization (ESI) was used 
as the method of choice. Figure 3.1 and 3.2 showed the ESI-MS spectrum of Au9 and 
Au13 clusters respectively. The calculated m/z value of [Au9(Ph2P(p-tol))8]
3+
 is 
3983.1906 while [Au13(dppm)6]
4+
 is 4866.8992. Since clusters have a large 
molecular masses, often the mass spectra can be difficult to interpret. Unfortunately, 
we were unable to identify any multiply charged clusters in the m/z range up to 
calculated mass value for each cluster. 
 
 
Figure 3.1: ESI-MS spectrum of Au9 cluster; [Au9(Ph2P(p-tol))8]
3+
. 
 
The clusters are easily fragmented in gas-phase giving many peaks in the 
lower m/z region
25
. Furthermore, there is a high possibility of mix clusters species 
existing and also being fragmented. Various research groups have previously 
reported similar fragmentation pattern in small clusters as well as differences in 
sample composition in large clusters were observed and studied using ESI-MS
22, 25-29
. 
m/z
500 750 1000 1250 1500 1750 2000 2250 2500 2750 3000 3250 3500 3750 4000 4250
%
0
100
RS087 57 (0.957) Cm (52:71) TOF MS ES+ 
9.31e32502.5762
2499.1411
1685.0632
717.5542
764.3215
924.5834
1688.4607
2452.5876
1715.1426
3813.3025
2506.0137
2612.6145
3816.7087
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Nevertheless, apart from that, we did observe peaks in the expected m/z region for 
each cluster, close enough to the calculated value. Hence, we suggested the use of 
ESI-MS technique as finger printing pattern in clusters synthesis. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: ESI-MS spectrum of Au13 cluster; [Au13(dppm)6]
4+
. 
 
3.3 Catalyst Activation 
Gold molecular clusters were used as precursors towards bottom-up approach 
to gold nanoparticles generation. In wet impregnation method of catalyst preparation, 
the prepared clusters were deposited onto SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 support in 
methanol that was then being removed by solvent evaporation method.  As the 
ligands were still attached to the clusters, it cannot directly be used in catalytic 
reactions. The bulky structure of the ligands limit the accessibility to Au active sites 
that is crucially important in catalysis
17
. Besides, it may also act as catalyst surface 
poison
30
. Pre-treatment or activation of the catalysts is typically carried out by 
calcination in air at 300
°
C and 500
°
C for 1 hour. The phosphine ligands were stripped 
off and removed upon heat treatment at ca. 300
°
C resulting in naked gold 
m/z
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500
%
0
100
RS092 28 (0.470) Cm (20:33) TOF MS ES+ 
2.05e43873.3984
2818.9973
2712.1775
2045.4187
2499.3066
2959.5078
3252.6284
3326.6270
3330.0042
3876.8311
4767.1274
4046.9441
4647.2461
4053.6563
4280.1924
4773.8433
4777.2871
4780.5986
5906.2803
4940.52545307.6738
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nanoparticles. Further calcination at 500
°
C was done in order to investigate the effect 
of temperature treatment on structural stability, particles size effect at higher 
temperature and on catalytic properties
7, 31
.  
 
3.4 Stability of Clusters 
Clusters stability was investigated further using several techniques including 
in-situ heating XRD-EXAFS analysis. Au-nitrate complexes that were initially 
intermediate precursor to clusters were also carefully studied to determined structure 
formation towards nanoparticles generation. 
 
3.4.1 Structural Rearrangements Study by Thermogravimetric 
Analysis-Differential Scanning Calorimetry (TGA-DSC) 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of each sample was carried out with the 
aim of determining appropriate temperatures needed for cluster decomposition via 
ligand loss. In order to generate nanoparticles from these clusters, ligands were 
removed by heating leaving the naked clusters. TGA was carried out in argon, 
heating samples up to 600
°
C by 2
°
C/min. Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
was measured simultaneously with TGA giving insight into the thermal reactions of 
the clusters. 
 
Data listed in Table 3.5 shows at 245.6
°
C about 45.1% mass loss of the Au13 
clusters and 53.0% for Au9 clusters at 298.3
°
C. This mass loss corresponds to the 
eight (p-tolyl) and six dppm ligands respectively. Thus the Au13 clusters decompose 
at relatively lower temperatures as compared to Au9 clusters. This might be 
important as aggregation is more likely to occur at higher temperatures
32
. Thus, the 
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lower temperature needed for cluster decomposition at molecular level is an 
advantage in controlling the particles agglomeration that leads to greater particle size 
of the gold nanoparticulates
14
. 
 
Table 3.5: Comparison of clusters stability according to TGA-DSC analysis 
Clusters Temperature (
°
C) Time (min) DSC (mW/mg) Mass Lost (%) 
Au9 298.3 27.8 2.3 53.0 
Au13 245.6 22.1 -117.4 45.1 
 
Comparing the DSC curves of the two clusters, significant changes in the 
behaviour of the clusters towards thermal changes were observed. Figure 3.3 
compares the TGA-DSC curve for the Au9 and Au13 clusters. The dramatic mass loss 
in the TGA curve for Au13 clusters supported by significant increase of heat is seen 
in DSC curve which indicates that all ligands were stripped off simultaneously 
instead of gradually as seen in Au9; as the ligands are being removed, the metallic 
cluster core tends to rearrange similar to the one observed for Au6 by computational 
study reported in an earlier work
33, 34
. This metastability of clusters may be 
influenced by aurophilicity and relativistic effect
11, 35-38
. 
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Figure 3.3: TGA-DSC curve of Au9 (left) and Au13 clusters (right) ramping at 
2
°
C/min rate to 600
°
C 
 
The Au9 clusters have a cluster-core geometry of bicapped centred chair
39
 as 
compared to the rigid icosahedral
24, 40
 geometry of Au13 suggesting the presence of 
slow kinetics in intramolecular atom rearrangement processes occurred in Au9 
cluster. Few studies have been carried out on non-icosahedral gold clusters that 
showed the ability of cluster core rearrangement by replacing or adding one or more 
ligands
23, 41
 or applying heat
34
 on the system as well as the use of different solvent
42
 
resulting clusters growth or dwindled, fragmented into mixture of clusters. Instead, 
Au13 structure was rather rigid hence the structural rearrangement is unlikely to 
happen
21, 22, 24, 40
 and the removal of ligand became a one-step process, explained in 
TGA-DSC plot. 
 
3.4.2 Gold Nanoparticles Formation Monitored by X-ray Diffraction 
(XRD) Spectroscopy 
X-ray diffraction of clusters and gold nitrate complexes were measured 
during in-situ heating in a custom made cell up to 450
°
C and parallel we measured 
the EXAFS data at the Au LIII edge. Au foil was used as standard in calibrating the 
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diffractometer. The main peaks observed in the XRD pattern of gold are Au (111), 
(200), (220) and (311) reflections and the corresponding 2 (degree) values for Au 
foil are 25.9
°
, 30.0
°
, 42.9
°
 and 50.8
°
, respectively. 
 
Often HAuCl4 was used as nanoparticle precursor but controlling the particle 
growth has always been a problem
43-46
. In order to determine whether mononuclear 
Ph2P(p-tol)Au(NO3)2 can be converted to gold nanoparticle, the precursor compound 
was deposited onto Al2O3 by the wet impregnation method the decomposition 
behaviour was studied. 
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Figure 3.4: XRD patterns of Au9 precursor (Ph2P(p-tol)AuNO3 complex) 
prepared by the wet impregnation on Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C. 
 
Figure 3.4 shows stacked XRD patterns recorded during the combined 
XRD/XAS measurement while increasing the temperature. After heating to ca. 
26 
450 
(111) 
(200) 
Al(OH)3 
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295
°
C, peak associated with Au (200) reflection has begun to make its appearance (it 
was difficult to see Au (111) reflection since it appears along with broad alumina 
reflections). However, there was slight shift in 2, compared to pure metal foil, is 
observed that could be due to temperature resulting from lattice expansion. This 
indicated that the gold has undergone chemical changes presumably transformed to 
nano metallic clusters or aggregates producing more crystalline compound. In order 
to determine whether a physical mixture of the complex precursor compound behave 
similar way, we investigated a physical mixture of the Au13 precursor complex 
Au2(dppm)(NO3)2 was physically mixed with the Al2O3 support and probed to in-situ 
heating XRD-EXAFS experiment. In Figure 3.5 we show the XRD pattern recorded 
during in situ heating of the physical mixture. 
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Figure 3.5: XRD patterns of Au13 precursor physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C 
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All four gold reflections are seen to appear as the temperature was increased. 
The amount of crystalline gold metal particles gradually increases with temperature.   
It is clear that the wet impregnation method produced smaller gold particles 
compared to the physically mixed sample. Similarly, we also investigated a physical 
mixture of the gold cluster compounds, Au9 and Au13 mixed with alumina to 
investigate the stability of the cluster compounds and the temperature at which they 
decompose to yield gold nanoparticles. Figure 3.6 shows stacked XRD patterns in 
which four peaks are assigned to gold reflections which gradually increase in 
intensity as temperature increases. The Au (200) plane began to rise when 
temperature reached ca. > 200
°
C uniform in both Au9 and Au13 clusters. However, 
Au13 clusters transformed to nanoparticles at slightly lower temperature (240
°
C) 
compared to Au9 clusters (295
°
C). This finding is in mutual consensus with TGA-
DSC data where ligands removal took place at temperature between 200
°
C and 
300
°
C.  
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Figure 3.6: XRD patterns of Au9 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C (left) and Au13 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C (right). 
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3.4.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy;XANES and EXAFS  
Although XRD revealed the formation of gold nanoparticles, this technique 
failed to show the presence of the cluster compound at the initial stages, probably 
due to lack of long-range order. XAS is an ideal technique to determine the structure 
of the precursor compound since it does not depend on the long-range order. 
Furthermore, XAS will also allow us to determine the structure of evolving gold 
nanoparticles that may complement the XRD results.   
 
The stability of the gold-nitrate complex precursor and molecular clusters was 
monitored by in-situ heating of Au LIII edge EXAFS instantaneously with XRD at 
B18 beamline of Diamond Light Source. The furnace was programmed to ramp from 
room temperature to 450
°
C at 10
°
C/min with 30 minutes dwell time before being 
cooled down. XRD was measured before each EXAFS was taken as plotted and 
discussed in section 3.4.2. 
 
The Au LIII XANES data recorded in-situ is shown in Figure 3.7. Here we 
plot the data recorded at room temperature and after heating for both precursor 
compounds along with the model compounds. XANES data clearly shows the 
starting material has features similar to the one which has ligands and the heated 
samples were found to be closely similar to the metallic gold. However, it is difficult 
to extract from XANES whether the metallic gold is nano sized or close to bulk and 
hence a detailed analysis of the EXAFS data was carried out. 
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Figure 3.7: Au LIII XANES plot for both precursor complexes recorded at room 
temperature and after heating along with the Au foil standard 
 
The stability of supported Ph2P(p-tol)AuNO3 onto Al2O3 by wet impregnation 
method and dppmAu2(NO3)2 physically mixed with Al2O3 support were first to be 
analysed before the corresponding clusters. Figure 3.8 illustrates the best fit between 
experimental and calculated Fourier transforms for the Ph2P(p-tol)AuNO3. Figure 3.8 
show that the theory and structural geometry modelled by EXCURVE matched well 
with the experimental data. 
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Table 3.6: Structural parameters derived from the 
analysis of Au LIII edge EXAFS data 
 (OC) Au-P Au-Au 
N R 2 N R 2 
45 1.37 2.28 0.002 1.17 2.82 0.001 
295 0.57 2.31 0.001 3.09 2.84 0.001 
RT 0.16 2.30 0.002 7.88 2.84 0.001 
N = coordination number; R = bond distance (Å); 2 = 
standard deviation 
Figure 3.8: Best fit corresponding Au LIII edge EXAFS; Fourier transforms of the 
experimental and calculated data are shown for Ph2P(p-tol)AuNO3 prepared by wet 
impregnation on Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C; at 45
°
C (top left), 295
°
C (top 
right) and  after cooling down (bottom). 
 
According to the structural parameters derived (listed in Table 3.6), the 
coordination number of the phosphorus atom (NAu-P) decreases with increasing 
temperature and an increase for the gold (NAu-Au) is seen. At ca. 295
°
C, the Au-P 
coordination number is 0.57 with a distance of 2.31 Å, while the Au-Au coordination 
number is 3.09 with 2.84 Å. With these findings, it further confirmed the observation 
made earlier using TGA-DSC and XRD data that the complex transformed to gold 
nanoparticles at ca. 295
°
C. The gold nanoparticles after cooling down  from 450
°
C 
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seem to have features similar to metallic gold with NAu-Au of ca 7.88  at 2.84 Å (RAu-
Au). The particle sizes however were still in the nanoparticle regime as the 
coordination number is lower than bulk gold (NAu-Au bulk is 12 derived from EXAFS 
of gold foil). 
 
Figure 3.9 shows EXAFS plot for dppmAu2(NO3)2 physically mixed with 
Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C. Before heating, at 35
°
C, only one peak was 
observed associated with gold-phosphine interactions with NAu-P of ca 2.04, RAu-P  of 
ca 2.28 Å. This was expected as the two phosphorus atoms are chemically 
equivalent. Transformation begins to happen at ca. 240
°
C where mixed features of 
Au-P and Au-Au are observed in the FT plot (see Figure 3.9 middle). This agrees 
well with TGA-DSC and XRD data for the temperature required for diphosphine 
removal being ca. 245
°
C is lower than that for the p-tolyl ligand (ca. 290
°
C). 
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Figure 3.9: Best fit between experimental Au LIII edge EXAFS and 
theory/calculated data for dppmAu2(NO3)2 physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C; at 35
°
C (top), 240
°
C (middle) and after cooled down 62
°
C 
(bottom). On the right corresponding Fourier transforms of the experimental and 
calculated data are shown. 
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Metallic gold features with no Au-P peaks were observed after 
dppmAu2(NO3)2 was cooled down to room temperature. The NAu-Au after cooling is 
11.58 with RAu-Au of 2.86 Å which is closely similar to that observed for the Au foil 
standard suggesting that the gold generated is in bulk.  This result is consistent with 
XRD results that physically mixed compounds produce large particles compared to 
wet-impregnated preparation. 
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Figure 3.10: XANES plot of Au9 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C (left) and Au13 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ 
heating up to 450
°
C (right). 
 
Information obtained from both precursors lead us to XANES and EXAFS 
study on their corresponding clusters. Transformations from phosphine-stabilized 
molecular clusters to naked gold nanoparticles were monitored using real time in-situ 
heating in a QEXAFS experiment. The small peak (shoulder) marked (a) in Figure 
3.10 is due to the transitions from the 2p2/3 to the 5d level, which appear to be higher 
for the cluster and less for metallic system. Similar feature with a strong intensity has 
been observed for chlorine landed and gold hydroxide systems. This appears to be a 
a 
b 
a 
b 
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signature for direct ligand coordination.  It can be seen that the peak intensity is 
gradually diminished as the temperature rises and these resemble metallic gold.  
 
The charge on Au9 clusters is +3, while for Au13 is +4 giving the gold atom 
charges of +1/3 and ca. +1/4 each respectively thus making the peak more prominent 
than for naked gold nanoparticles. This explains the feature (a) present in the starting 
material, which is related to the presence of density of unoccupied states.  Features 
labelled (b) in Figure 3.10 present in the XANES becomes sharper as temperature 
increases. These represent the metallic gold state that became more dominant above 
200
°
C.  This change is in agreement with the TGA-DSC and XRD data confirming 
the formation of gold nanoparticles upon heating the supported clusters compounds. 
Thus, it is possible to directly link the calcination conditions to catalyst activation for 
these samples. 
 
Table 3.7: Structural parameters derived from the analysis of Au LIII edge EXAFS 
data for Au9 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C 
Temperature, (
°
C) Au-P Au-Au 
N R, (Å) 2, (Å2) N R, (Å) 2, (Å2) 
69 1.00 2.29 0.001 2.72 2.69 0.002 
299 0.03 2.26 0.001 8.18 2.83 0.003 
RT - - - 8.54 2.86 0.002 
N = coordination number; R = bond distance (Å); 2 = standard deviation 
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Figure 3.11: Best fit corresponding Au LIII edge EXAFS; Fourier transforms of the 
experimental and calculated data are shown for Au9 clusters physically mixed with 
Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C 
 
Table 3.7 lists structural parameters derived from EXAFS analysis for Au9 
clusters, while Table 3.8 gives the same information for Au13 clusters. The patterns 
are similar with Au-P features observed before heating being diminished upon 
69
°
C 
299
°
C 
RT 
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heating in the experiment leaving only a dominant Au-Au feature in the FT plot. 
However, NAu-Au (8.54) with RAu-Au 2.85 Å for Au9 after cooling is lower than the 
value for Au13 NAu-Au (12.54) with RAu-Au 2.86 Å.  This result suggest that small 
particles are produced when Au9 cluster was used compared to the Au13, which is 
consistent with XRD results. The Au-Au bond distances for both clusters are in 
agreement with Au foil standard confirming that metallic gold is present
31, 47
. These 
were indeed very promising results supporting our initial hypothesis that control of 
size and formation conditions of gold nanoparticles was possible using phosphine-
stabilized gold molecular cluster precursors. 
 
The Fourier transformed Au LIII edge EXAFS data shown in Figure 3.11 
gives a good overall view of the transformation taking place with the Au9 cluster. It 
can be seen that as the temperature increases, the intensity of Au-P peak decreases 
due to the gradual loss of the phosphines. The peak assigned to Au-Au interactions 
shows increased in intensity at 299
°
C. This is in agreement with the data obtained 
from the XANES, that is, during the initial stages of heating the phosphine ligands 
were removed. 
 
Further evidence for the transformation of the cationic gold molecular cluster, 
Au13 to metallic gold was gained considering the change in coordination number and 
bond distances of Au-P and Au-Au atom pairs (Figure 3.12). In the cationic state, it 
is common for the Au-Au bond distance to be below 2.70 Å
13, 48
. In an uncharged 
metallic state, this bond distance is 2.88 Å for gold foil. In Figure 3.11, it can be seen 
that as the temperature increases from 250
°
C to 300
°
C, the Au-Au bond distance 
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increases from 2.60 Å to 2.80 Å. Upon cooling back down to room temperature, the 
Au-Au bond distance remains near 2.80 Å. 
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Table 3.8:     Structural parameters derived from the 
analysis of Au LIII edge EXAFS data for Au13 clusters 
physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 
450°C 
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OC 
Au-P Au-Au 
N R 2 N R 2 
28 1.36 2.26 0.001 - - - 
RT* - - - 12.54 2.86 0.002 
*temperature after being cooled down from 450°C 
Figure 3.12: Plot of the change in coordination number (top left), bond distances 
(top right) of Au-P and Au-Au atom pair and corresponding Fourier transforms 
(bottom left) of the experimental data according to different temperatures collected 
for Au13 clusters physically mixed with Al2O3 in-situ heating up to 450
°
C. N = 
coordination number; R = bond distance (Å); 2 = standard deviation 
 
This value is slightly lower than that of bulk metallic gold (gold foil) possibly 
due to the size of the gold particles as Au-Au bond lengths in small particles (<50 
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nm) are lower than that observed for the bulk. Considering the Au-Au bond distance 
before (2.76 Å) and after (2.86 Å) the calcination process, there is further evidence 
that calcination at 450
°
C increases the size of the gold particles
49
. This is in good 
agreement with the Au-Au coordination number data described earlier. 
 
3.5 Size Effect 
Table 3.9 presents the average particle sizes obtained for the catalysts 
synthesised from Au9 and Au13 clusters by the wet impregnation method using TEM 
measurements. This data highlights two points. Firstly, increasing the calcination 
temperature increases the average gold particle size and secondly increasing the 
number of gold atoms in the cluster gives smaller gold particles on SiO2 supports 
while the opposite is true for Al2O3 supports. It is difficult to obtain TEM images for 
any of the uncalcined catalysts as the gold clusters were too small to observe. 
 
Table 3.9: Average particle sizes of gold nanoparticles measured by TEM 
Samples 
Mean Particle Size (nm) 
Calcined at 300
°
C Calcined at 500
°
C 
SiO2 Au9 51 78 
Au13 15 19 
Al2O3 Au9 8 20 
Au13 16 24 
 
The TEM images (Figure 3.13) show the broad size distribution of the gold 
particles. For example, Au9 on SiO2 support after calcination at 300
°
C and 500
°
C 
gives average particles size in the range of 51 to 78 nm. This in contrast to those 
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supported on Al2O3 where the average particle size is only between 8 to 20 nm after 
calcination at 300
°
C and 500
°
C. This indicates that the gold is highly mobile on the 
surface of the silica during calcination and that there is no strong gold-support 
interaction. 
 
  
  
Figure 3.13: TEM images of (a) Au9 clusters on SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 
300
°
C; (b) Au13 clusters on SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C; (c) Au9 clusters on 
Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C; (d) Au13 clusters on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C  
 
In contrast, Au13 catalysts showed more uniform sizes regardless of the 
support type used in this work. The range of average particle sizes was smaller being 
between 15 to 25 nm after calcinations at 300
°
C and 500
° 
C. This suggests that either 
Al2O3 is better support than SiO2 or the Au13 cluster icosahedral geometry makes it 
more stable thus avoiding structural rearragements which may limit the aggregation 
(a) 
(c) (d) 
(b) 
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to bigger nanoparticles. Nonetheless, the wet impregnation method employed in this 
research was incapable of producing small gold nanoparticles (< 10 nm) even when 
phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters were used as precursors. We find that 
300
°
C is an optimum catalyst activation temperature, which in agreement with data 
provided by TGA-DSC, XRD and in-situ EXAFS analysis. 
 
3.6 Conclusions 
Using the wet impregnation method towards the bottom-up approach to gold 
nanoparticles is possible to obtain some size-control when particles interact well with 
the support. This method involves activation at high temperature which tends to 
promote larger particles but no evidence was observed in this research that particle 
sizes enlarge > 100 nm. The use of phosphine-stabilized clusters as precursors that 
tailored the molecular clusters in the initial stage of particles formation also helps 
avoiding gold atoms to sinter further upon calcination. It appeared to be in very good 
agreement with coordination number analysed by EXAFS for both precursor 
complexes and clusters visualizing strong structural stability and limitation in 
mobility of gold on support surface. We believe that our hypothesis of having control 
over nanoparticles size generation by using gold molecular cluster as a precursor is 
relevant but the method used in preparing the catalyst has to be optimised. There may 
be several advantages of this kind of approach for preparing fine size gold 
nanoparticles catalysts, such as the likely of loss of Au in the preparation which is 
reported elsewhere
9
. Having used gold molecular clusters as a precursor added 
another advantage. Careful consideration on the type of clusters to be used, method 
of preparation and appropriate solid support lead to the production of widely 
dispersed and small gold nanoparticles catalyst. 
(a) 
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Chapter 4 
 
tert-Butyl Hydroperoxide (TBHP) Assisted Deposition-Precipitation – A New 
Low Temperature Method for Generating Gold Nanoparticulate Catalysts 
 
4.0 Abstract 
 This chapter highlights the development of a new deposition-precipitation 
method assisted by tert-butyl hydroperoxide (TBHP). We investigate the role of 
TBHP in the ligand removal for phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters at 
relatively low temperatures ca. 95
°
C. Catalyst activation was possible without the 
needs of a calcination step potentially limits particle agglomeration. In-situ EXAFS 
was employed to monitor nanoparticle creation. Differences in cluster precursors 
particle was studied using both Au9 and Au13 as well as on different supports (SiO2 
nanopheres and Al2O3). Very small (< 5 nm) and finely dispersed gold nanoparticles 
were observed for as-synthesized catalysts as compared to calcined (300
°
C) catalysts. 
TEM images of supported catalysts on SiO2 nanospheres showed interesting patterns 
that might due to a self-assembly effect. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 There has been an ever-expanding effort in the field of catalysis by gold, ever 
since the report of Haruta et al. on high activity  of gold for certain reactions under 
low temperature conditions
1
. From this first report it was evident that the catalyst 
preparation method was a crucial factor in determining the efficiency of the gold 
heterogeneous catalysts. It was shown that one of the best catalysts for the latter 
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reaction was Au/TiO2 and that this was successfully used to oxidise CO below 
ambient temperature
2, 3
. However, such activity was only achieved when using the 
method of deposition–precipitation which involves increasing the pH of a dilute 
slurry containing the support, usually using ammonia, NaOH or Na2CO3 to a certain 
pH depending on the support. At this point Au(OH)3 is precipitated from solution 
onto the surface of the support. 
 
Most literature reports claim that the optimum gold particle size was in the 
range of 2-3 nm
4-9
. Such sizes can be achieved by careful control of the preparation 
conditions. Until now, the most practical and reliable method for the preparation of 
supported gold catalysts has been deposition-precipitation using NaOH
2, 10
. This 
method allows the size of gold particles to be adjusted by controlling pH and the 
calcination temperature. Furthermore, the deposition-precipitation method using 
sodium hydroxide has been also shown to produce very small gold particles
11
. The 
main advantage of this method over that of deposition-precipitation with NaOH is 
that all the gold from solution is deposited onto the support so that higher gold 
loadings can be reached. 
 
The calcination step is crucial in the conventional deposition-precipitation 
method whether using NaOH or Na2CO3. From the literature, the optimal calcination 
temperature is in the range of 200-500
°
C but most reported that highly active gold 
must be calcined at temperature, above 300
°
C
2, 6, 7, 12
. Many authors have suggested 
that the catalytic activity of gold catalysts strongly depends upon the size of the gold 
particles with a maximum of activity usually observed for a particle sizes ca. 3 nm. 
Indeed, it was found that the catalysis reaction markedly increases with a decrease in 
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the diameter of the Au particles
13-17
. It was summarised that the effect of the 
oxidation state of gold was at least as important as that of the particle size. However, 
the oxidation state of the gold in the active catalysts is unclear. It is very difficult to 
obtain gold nanoparticles in a state of high dispersion as the melting point of gold 
particles with diameter of ca. 2 nm is lowered to 573 K (ca. 300
°
C) due to quantum 
size effect
13
. 
 
 In this work, we developed a novel deposition-precipitation method assisted 
by tert-butyl hydroperoxide at relatively low temperature (95
°
C). We illustrate how 
to convert the phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters to a denuded active 
catalyst without the need for a calcination step. Finely dispersed and small gold 
particles were achieved by this method (ca. 2 nm). Furthermore, an interesting self-
assembled of gold particles was observed for Au13 deposited on SiO2 nanospheres 
using this method. The goal of this study was threefold; (i) to control the gold 
particle size by a bottom-up approach using phosphine-stabilized gold molecular 
clusters, (ii) to minimise the gold agglomeration by avoiding a high temperature 
calcination step, and (iii) to develop a one pot, single step, catalyst preparation 
procedure at low temperature. 
 
4.2 Experimental 
Detailed procedures of synthesis and characterisation techniques of the 
synthesized compound are discussed in Chapter 2. Transmission electron micrograph 
(TEM) image of the nanoparticles were taken using JEOL 100 keV transmission 
electron microscope and high resolution JEM 2100 Electron Microscope. X-ray 
powder diffraction (XRD) pattern were measured using Bruker D4 X-Ray 
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diffractometer with Cu K radiation over the 2θ-range of 5 to 90
°
, 0.05sec/step size. 
Au LIII edge X-ray absorption spectrsocopy (XAS) analysis was recorded at BM26 
beam line of DUBBLE, ESRF Synchrotron Centre Grenoble, France, SAMBA beam 
line of SOLEIL Synchrotron Centre Paris, France and B18 beam line of Diamond 
Light Source, Didcot, United kingdom. The samples were measured at room 
temperature for ex-situ study and in-situ heating up to 500
°
C in a transmission mode.  
 
4.2.1 Generating Au nanoparticles with tert-buyl hydroperoxide (TBHP) 
The Au9 and Au13 clusters were deposited on SiO2 nanospheres or 
commercially available CATAPAL-A Al2O3 with a percentage of calculated 4.0 % 
wt. Au loading. Approximately 1.0 g of support was immersed in TBHP (5 ml) and 
stirred for 5 minutes. An appropriate amount of clusters ca. 0.1g was dissolved in 
TBHP (5 ml) then added to the support slurry while stirring. The mixture was stirred 
for 10 minutes. An excess of TBHP (5 ml) was then added and the mixture heated to 
90
°
C for 3 hours. The solids were isolated by vacuum filtration and dried at 100
°
C for 
1 hour then finely ground to give a visibly homogenized sample. Half of the solid 
was calcined at 300
°
C at 10
°
C/min for one hour with the remaining was uncalcined. 
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4.3 Results and Discussion 
 
4.3.1 Study of formation of gold nano particles 
In order to establish the process of formation of gold nanoparticle by TBHP 
method, first we react the gold cluster (dissolved in TBHP) at 95
o
C and periodically 
removed the sample and examined by Au L3 X-ray absorption spectroscopy.   
Stacked Au LIII edge XANES data (normalised) for Au13 clusters dissolved in TBHP 
plotted at different time interval is shown in Figure 4.1. These spectra shows that the 
features marked (a) present at the start of the reaction are those of gold in a 
phosphine-stabilised cationic cluster. During the course of the reaction, this feature 
undergoes changes. The spectrum of the samples reacted for 6 hours resembles that 
of metallic gold.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.1: XANES spectra of Au13 clusters dissolved in TBHP ex-situ heating up 
to 95
°
C for 6 hours 
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Following the experiment of dissolving the Au13 clusters in TBHP (Figure 
4.1), we then introduced supports (SiO2 or Al2O3) to the solution to follow 
nanoparticle creation. The cluster solution in TBHP was introduced to appropriate 
amount of support before being refluxed at 95
°
C for 3 hours. The EXAFS was 
recorded for samples that have been filtered and dried (Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2: Best fit between experimental Au LIII edge EXAFS and 
theory/calculated data for Au13 deposited on SiO2 (top) and Al2O3 (bottom) reacted 
with TBHP at 95
°
C after 3hours (catalyst was filtered and dried before analysis). On 
the right corresponding Fourier transform of the experimental and calculated data are 
shown. 
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The analysis of the EXAFS data indicate that after 3 hours, gold nanoparticles 
were deposited onto supports and Au-P features were found to be absent. The Au-Au 
coordination number for supported catalyst on Al2O3 was found to be 6.58 with bond 
distance being 2.82 Å. The catalyst supported on SiO2 gave slightly different values, 
7.62 for Au-Au coordination number with a bond distance of 2.82 Å. This confirms 
that the nanoparticle formation has occurred during the deposition process directed 
by TBHP. Following this study we prepared a series of supported catalyst using this 
deposition-precipitation method and investigated, ex situ, the nature of gold on the 
supports using XRD, XANES, EXAFS and TEM techniques. 
 
 4.3.2 X-ray Diffraction (XRD)  
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Figure 4.3: (a) comparison of Au9 clusters on SiO2 nanospheres support and 
alumina support; (b)Au9 and Au13 clusters on SiO2 nanospheres uncalcined and 
calcined at 300
°
C 
 
X-ray diffraction studies of gold cluster deposited on alumina and silica were 
investigated. However, the data on alumina could not be interpreted due to the 
(111) 
(200) 
(220) (311) 
(111) 
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appearance of broad reflections of Al2(OH)3 in the region where major reflections 
from gold particles are seen. A typical XRD plot recorded for deposited gold 
nanoparticles on alumina and silica are shown in Figure 4.3. It is clear from the 
figure that major gold reflections appear at 2 values closely similar to that of 
alumina preventing any detailed determination of FWHM and particle size. 
Therefore, only samples prepared on silica are discussed here. 
 
The full width at half maximum (FWHM) values obtained from powder XRD 
of selected catalysts are reported in Table 4.1. Very broad diffraction peaks for the 
Au (111) plane of the fcc structure of gold were found in the uncalcined SiO2 
supported materials corresponding to very small gold nanoparticles. Slightly larger 
gold nanoparticles (size > 5 nm) were detected in calcined at 300
°
C on SiO2 
nanospheres (Table 4.1). This corresponds well with findings described in literatures 
showing high temperature treatment lead to gold aggregation
7, 18
. 
 
Table 4.1: FWHM values derived from powder XRD patterns using fit(y)k 
software of Au9 and Au13 catalysts deposited onto SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 
support by TBHP method 
Samples 
(111) Estimated Particle 
Size (nm) 2 () FWHM 
Au9 on SiO2 uncalcined 23.08 3.0 2.7 
Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 300
O
C 22.96 1.0 8.9 
Au13 on SiO2 uncalcined 23.05 3.0 1.9 
Au13 on SiO2 calcined at 300
O
C 23.03 1.0 13.4 
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 4.3.3 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy; XANES and EXAFS 
EXAFS spectra of Au9 deposited on SiO2 and Al2O3 were measured for the 
uncalcined and calcined at 300
°
C (Figure 4.4). The best fit gives a coordination 
number for Au-Au atom pair of 11.85 (calcined at 300
°
C Au9 on SiO2), 10.96 
(uncalcined Au9 on Al2O3) and 11.94 (calcined at 300
°
C Au9 on Al2O3) with bond 
distances of 2.85 Å for all species. Coordination numbers for Au-P atom pairs reach 
zero indicating complete loss of phosphines. These findings show that formation of 
metallic gold nanoparticles was complete even before calcination. 
 
A similar investigation was carried out for Au13 supported catalysts. Figure 
4.5 shows the EXAFS best fit for Au13 catalysts deposited on SiO2 and Al2O3, 
uncalcined and calcined at 300
°
C. The plots for each catalyst are almost identical 
with NAu-Au approaching bulk (ca. 11) and RAu-Au values being 2.85 Å. All exhibit the 
typical Fourier transform pattern of fcc gold. These findings further show that the 
TBHP deposition-precipitation method requires one less step than conventional 
deposition-precipitation. 
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Figure 4.4: Best fit between experimental Au LIII edge EXAFS and 
theory/calculated data for Au9 deposited on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C (top), Al2O3 
uncalcined (middle) and Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C (bottom) by TBHP method. On the 
right corresponding Fourier transform of the experimental and calculated data are 
shown. 
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Figure 4.5: Best fit between experimental Au LIII edge EXAFS and theory/calculated data for Au13 deposited on SiO2 (a) uncalcined and (b) 
calcined at 300
°
C, Al2O3 (c) uncalcined and (d) calcined at 300
°
C by TBHP method. On the bottom corresponding Fourier transform of the 
experimental and calculated data are shown. 
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4.3.4 In-situ Studies of Au9 Deposited on Alumina 
Figure 4.6 illustrates the diffraction patterns of Au9 clusters deposited onto 
Al2O3 using the TBHP method followed by in-situ heating to 500
°
C. Although it 
appears that some broad reflections of Au (200) and Au (220) planes can be observed 
even before the heating was started, it is difficult to interpret the data due to the 
presence of reflections from alumina support. 
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Figure 4.6: XRD patterns of Au9 clusters catalyst deposited on Al2O3 by TBHP 
method in-situ heating to 500
°
C 
 
Analysis of the in-situ EXAFS data collected during heating yields more 
information on the changes undergone by the gold in the cluster during the 
calcination process. 
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Figure 4.7: Plot of the changes in coordination number (left) and bond distances 
(right) of Au-P and Au-Au atom pair collected at different temperature in-situ 
heating Au9 clusters deposited on Al2O3 by TBHP method 
 
 Figure 4.7 shows changes in coordination number and bond distances 
observed for Au9 clusters deposited on Al2O3 by the TBHP method. There was a 
general decrease in the Au-P coordination number up to ca. 250
°
C although this 
value (<1) reached zero after 250
°
C. However, the Au-Au coordination number is 
approximately ca. 10 constant throughout the heat treatment. This indicates that 
metallic gold nanoparticles have been prepared on the support surfaces even before 
calcination.  
 
4.3.5 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) Analysis 
Table 4.2 gives the average particle sizes obtained for materials synthesised 
from Au9 and Au13 clusters by the TBHP method. This data highlights three points. 
Firstly, uncalcined catalysts have transformed to nanoparticles which can be seen 
under electron microscope as opposed to uncalcined WI method catalysts (Chapter 
3). Secondly, increasing calcination temperature increases the average gold particle 
size and thirdly, increasing the number of gold atoms in the clusters (Au13 vs. Au9) 
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gives smaller gold particles on SiO2 nanospheres support but the opposite is seen on 
Al2O3. 
 
Table 4.2: Average particle sizes of gold nanoparticles measured by TEM 
Samples 
Mean Particle Size (nm) 
Uncalcined Calcined at 300
°
C 
SiO2 Au9 3 9 
Au13 2 13 
Al2O3 Au9 6 11 
Au13 3 20 
 
The TEM images (Figure 4.8) show a highly uniform and narrow size 
distribution of gold particles on the supported catalysts. Au9 on SiO2  uncalcined and 
calcined at 300
°
C gives average particles sizes of 3 nm and 9 nm respectively. In 
contrast, on Al2O3 mean particle sizes observed are much bigger being 6 nm 
uncalcined and 11 nm after calcination at 300
°
C. This indicates that the gold particles 
are highly mobile on the surface of the alumina support as compared to silica 
nanospheres and agglomeration occurs after calcination
2
. 
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Figure 4.8: Film negative TEM images of Au9 and Au13 deposited onto SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 support via TBHP method; uncalcined 
and calcined at 300
°
C 
 
(a) Au9 on SiO2 uncalcined (b) Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C (c) Au13 on SiO2 uncalcined (d) Au13 on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C 
(e) Au9 on Al2O3 uncalcined (f) Au9 on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C (h) Au13 on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C (g) Au13 on Al2O3 uncalcined 
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Au13 generated nanoparticles were smaller for uncalcined catalysts both on 
SiO2 or Al2O3 supports. The range of particles sizes observed was between 2-4 nm 
for the uncalcined catalysts. However, when calcined at 300
°
C, catalysts prepared by 
the TBHP method was bigger in size compared to similar Au9 generated catalysts. 
This shows that the Au13 clusters icosahedral geometry
23-25
 makes it more stable 
hence avoiding structural rearragement leading to aggregation. 
 
Figure 4.8 (images (a), (b), (c) and (d)) shows a very interesting distribution 
of gold particles on SiO2 nanospheres support especially for Au13 catalysts. The 
particles seem to clump together in a “crown”-shaped building block while still 
remaining finely dispersed. This presumably explains why particles are more mobile 
on alumina rather than silica nanospheres. In order to investigate this phenomenon 
we examined the Au13 on SiO2 nanospheres both uncalcined (Figure 4.9) and 
calcined at 300
°
C (Figure 4.10) under high resolution TEM. 
 
 The high resolution TEM images for uncalcined Au13 catalysts supported on 
SiO2 nanospheres shows that the particles assemble in a layered, “crown”-shaped 
manner at the edge of the support surfaces. This formation is maintained even after 
calcination at 300
°
C, but the particle size increases. Average particle size of 2.2 nm 
(histogram in Figure 4.9) for the uncalcined catalysts increase by ca. 80% to 12.5 nm 
(histogram in Figure 4.10). 
 
Many self-assembled gold nanoparticles have been reported involving ligands 
act as linker or temperature treatment or solvent evaporation as well as non-covalent 
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interactions
26-29
. In our case, the driving force for this unique self-assembly of 
nanoparticles is still an open area to be discovered. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.9: High resolution TEM images of Au13 clusters catalyst deposited on 
SiO2 nanospheres via TBHP method uncalcined and histogram of particles size 
distribution 
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We believe that there is some kind of self-assembly processes occurring 
especially for catalysts supported on SiO2 nanospheres which we cannot fully 
explain. The differences in SiO2 nanospheres being uniformly shaped as compared to 
Al2O3 and in addition, charge on silica particles created during deposition process by 
TBHP might influence this organization to happen. In regards to Au9 catalysts 
prepared under the same condition as Au13, the process of self-assemble seems to 
occur but was much slower compared to Au13 system. 
 
As can be seen in Figure 4.8 (a), uncalcined Au9 on SiO2 catalyst showed 
relatively dispersed nanoparticles on the support with some part of it showing the 
“crown”-shaped organization beginning to build. When this sample calcined at 300°C 
Figure 4.8 (b), not only the particle size increase but the assembly became more 
obvious. We did not observe this phenomenon when catalysts were produced via wet 
impregnation method (Chapter 3). Further detailed study is necessary to determine 
the cause of this self-organisation which may assist the design of synthesis of self-
assembled gold nano particles.  
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Figure 4.10: High resolution TEM images of Au13 clusters catalyst deposited on 
SiO2 nanospheres via TBHP method calcined at 300
°
C and histogram of particles 
size distribution 
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4.4 Conclusion 
 In conclusion, TBHP deposition-precipitation method is very promising in 
producing finely dispersed and relatively small gold nanoparticulate catalysts. The 
most widely applicable discovery of this work has been the development of a new 
chemical treatment method for ligands removal at low temperature (95
°
C) and a one-
step procedure to produce active gold catalysts. This method may prove to be viable 
for the activation of a range of ligand-stabilised clusters catalysts that are able to 
minimise gold particles agglomeration. However, further detailed investigation 
should be carried out in order to study the particle-support interactions between 
clusters and SiO2 nanospheres via this method that presumably promotes self-
assembly nanoparticles as observed by high resolution TEM. The catalytic activities 
of catalysts prepared are extensively discussed in Chapter 5 of this thesis. 
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Chapter 5 
 
Catalysis – Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol: Clusters Effect and Comparison of 
TBHP Deposition Precipitation vs. Wet Impregnation Method 
 
5.0 Abstract 
 Heterogeneous catalysts prepared via two different methods described in the 
previous chapters, utilising two different gold molecular clusters (Au9 and Au13), 
were tested for catalytic performance for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The 
oxidation reaction has been investigated in the presence of tert-butylhydroperoxide 
as oxidant at 95
°
C for 4 hours. Selective oxidation to benzaldehyde was observed for 
almost all catalysts. The appearance of benzoic acid and benzyl benzoate as by-
products was sometimes detected especially for catalyst supported on Al2O3 prepared 
by the wet impregnation (WI) method. Throughout this chapter, we will discuss the 
effect of particle size towards catalysis, the initial induction period observed for 
uncalcined catalysts prepared by the WI method, support effects, leaching of gold 
into the reaction solution and catalyst recyclability. Towards the end of this chapter, 
we give the best gold molecular clusters heterogeneous catalyst system for benzyl 
alcohol oxidation reaction based on our findings. Our new TBHP catalyst preparation 
method also will be discussed in detail regarding how it affects the catalytic reaction 
as compared to traditional WI methods. 
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5.1 Introduction 
In Chapters 2-4 we have shown the detailed synthesis and characterizations of 
Au9 and Au13 molecular clusters on SiO2 nanospheres or Al2O3 supports prepared via 
two different methods, namely wet impregnation (WI) and TBHP deposition 
precipitation (TBHP). A detailed investigation using TEM and EXAFS analysis 
confirmed that both methods produce significant differences in physical and 
chemical properties of the catalyst. The TBHP method was developed based on the 
observed of an induction period for the first 45 minutes of the catalytic reaction using 
uncalcined WI catalysts. 
 
Benzaldehyde has been widely used in industrial processes especially in 
perfumery and fragrances
1-3
 and as a precursor to other organic compounds ranging 
from pharmaceuticals
4, 5
 to plastic additives
6
. There are numerous ways to produce 
benzaldehyde such as the partial oxidation of benzyl alcohol
7, 8
, alkali hydrolysis of 
benzyl chloride, carbonylation of benzene
9
 and liquid phase chlorination and 
oxidation of toluene
10
. However, long reaction times and mixture of by-products 
cause problems in all other routes. 
 
The most economical way of producing benzaldehyde is from oxidation of 
benzyl alcohol
11
. This requires mild reaction conditions such as temperature and 
pressure. Generally, benzyl alcohol is used as the solvent due to its polarity, low 
toxicity and low vapour pressure but with the presence of an oxidant it can break 
down and create aldehydes that are more useful in many important chemical 
processes. Throughout the years, many researchers had developed catalysts that can 
be used to enhance the benzyl alcohol oxidation process by improving the selectivity 
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towards benzaldehyde formation
12
. Prior to that, homogeneous catalysts were used 
such as Schiff-base or salen catalysts
13
, ionic liquids
14,15
 and various other metal 
complexes
16, 17
. However, there are many drawbacks in using homogenous catalysts 
as discussed in Chapter 1, especially in separating the catalyst from end products. 
Therefore, the use of hybrid supported catalysts
18
 that has advantage of 
homogeneous and heterogeneous catalyst as well as precious metal heterogeneous 
catalysts such as Pt
19
, Pd
20
 and Au
21
 together with bimetallic cluster catalysts
12, 20, 22, 
23
 have attracted much attention in order to produce a high performance, recyclable, 
robust yet economical catalyst system. 
 
Gold, as first discovered by Haruta, can be very reactive in catalytic 
reactions, especially CO oxidation when dispersed in a fine size  and not in the 
bulk
24
. By definition, the gold nanoparticles regime is in the range 1 nm to 1 µm. 
Small gold clusters are usually considered as large molecules while large clusters, are 
defined as monodisperse nanoparticles
25, 26
. The rapid growth in nanoscience has led 
to important developments in physical and chemical technologies by offering 
advanced tools for arranging atoms in specific molecular and supramolecular 
structures. Gold catalysis has attracted much attention especially for tailoring solid 
nanostructured surfaces that show unsuspected catalytic properties. Supported gold 
catalysts shows a great improvement in selectivity and stability and therefore 
represent a second generation of catalysts for alcohol oxidation, thus becoming 
viable substitutes for platinum group metals
27-29
. 
 
The growing attention on catalytic activity of gold supported catalyst covers a 
few main parameters. Besides the effect of particles size, catalyst preparation method 
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and nature of the support is also reported to influence the catalytic performance
30
. 
Optimization has been made by many researchers in developing the best method of 
producing gold nanoparticle catalysts. The traditional well-known methods such as 
incipient wetness impregnation, co-precipitation and deposition precipitation while 
reported to be successful in producing highly effective gold nanoparticle catalysts, 
certain drawbacks still need to be overcome such as their agglomeration and mono-
dispersed particles
31-34
. The temperature treatment (calcination) involved in the 
catalyst preparation is indeed the crucial part where it decides the particle size of the 
particle, support interaction as well as surface nature of the catalysts. All of these 
factors are important in determining the activity of a catalyst towards reaction 
selectivity of producing only the desired product. It is known that gold supported 
catalysts show excellent performance in gas phase oxidations
12
 however, their 
potential in liquid phase catalytic oxidation reactions has also been reported
18, 35-37
. 
The main parameters that have to be carefully chosen in the liquid phase system are 
solvents and oxidants. Both factors can either enhance the catalytic performance of 
the catalyst or disturb the catalytic mechanism.  
 
In this research, we developed a new deposition-precipitation method in 
synthesizing gold nanoparticles using TBHP. We can control two main factors in 
producing the nanoparticles, namely their size and distribution by using gold clusters 
as nanoparticle precursors and chemical modification at low temperature (95
°
C). A 
comparison with wet impregnation prepared catalysts was carried out with the aim of 
highlighting the advantages of our new preparation method. 
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5.2 Experimental 
Catalytic activity was studied for the oxidation of benzyl alcohol using tert-
butylhydroperoxide (TBHP) in decane as oxidant. Dodecane was added as a gas 
chromatography GC internal standard. Reactions were carried out in a Mettler 
Toledo batch reactor at 95
°
C with continuous stirring for up to 24 hours. Samples 
were taken every 15 minutes for the first hour followed by once every hour 
thereafter, being injected in Perkin Elmer Clarus 500 Gas Chromatograph (Figure 
5.1) to determine the percentage of substrate conversion, product selectivity and 
yield. Calibration curves for each substrate and possible products were first plotted to 
determine the catalytic performance of each catalyst. 
 
5.2.1 Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol 
In a typical catalytic reaction, 0.20 g of catalyst was introduced into the 
reactor containing benzyl alcohol (5.4 ml, 52 mmol) and tert-butyl hydroperoxide 
(11.4 ml, 10 mmol) 5.0-6.0 M solution in decane as the oxidant. The catalytic 
reaction was followed for 4-24 hours at 95
°
C. Scheme 5.1 illustrates oxidation 
reaction that took place. 
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HO
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Scheme 5.1: Oxidation of benzyl alcohol 
 
5.2.2 Instrumentation and Data Analysis 
Throughout this research, GC was utilised to determine the composition of 
products obtained. Aliquot of samples taken every hour were injected into GC where 
it was then vaporised and carried through the column by a flow of inert carrier gas, in 
our case helium. The carrier gas is the mobile phase and inside the column is the 
stationary phase which is immobilised solvents that allowed compound to absorb 
onto it. The separation of compounds in the column is according to their strengths of 
adsorption onto the stationary phase, the mass and the volatility of the compound. 
The detector is placed in the end of the column that is concentration sensitive. Many 
types of detector can be used depending on the nature of the compound analysed. We 
used a flame ionization detector (FID) which allowed the organic compounds to be 
burnt in air and hydrogen producing ions generated then register as a current which is 
proportional to product concentration
38
. 
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Figure 5.1: Perkin Elmer Clarus 500 GC with WCOT fused silica 60m  0.25mm 
internal diameter (CP7818) column. Temperature program: starting at 80
O
C for 5 
minutes then ramping at 10
O
C/min to 250
O
C for 8 minutes. 
 
GC is operates like a highly accurate oven with a separation column that can 
be set with a certain temperature program to accelerate the rate at which compounds 
passing through the column. The flow rate of the carrier gas is adjusted in order to 
get a better separation of compounds analysed. Every compound takes a different 
time to pass through the column that is known as retention time, rt. Therefore, the 
output of GC chromatogram will be the retention time vs. the ionization current that 
given as a series of peaks with peak area proportional to the amount of compound 
present. 
 
 Figure 5.2 showed calibration curves of benzyl alcohol, dodecane, 
benzaldehyde, benzoic acid and benzyl benzoate that have been plotted as 
concentration vs. peak area gained from GC chromatogram. The calibration was done 
first by injecting pure standard samples of expected compound into GC to assign the 
individual retention time. In principal, equal quantity of pure compounds injected 
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should give the same peak size with equal peak area. However, some compounds 
have a better response in GC than others which is known as response factor, rf. 
Therefore, to determine the response factor for each compound, mixtures of known 
quantities or ratios of each individual compound were injected into the GC and 
determined the peak area of the respective compounds was determined 
corresponding to the injected moles of each compound.  Details of the calibration 
curve are given in Figure 5.2. 
 
 
Figure 5.2: Calibration curves of substrate, internal standard and expected 
products in oxidation of benzyl alcohol 
 
 The relative quantity of each compound in a sample mixture was then 
determined by injecting a series of different concentrations of each compound. The 
peak area that corresponds to the compound of interest was normalised with respect 
to a known quantity of internal standard that does not vary throughout the reaction. 
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Plots of concentration vs. normalised peak area were then used in qualitative analysis 
of catalytic performance. The calculation formula to determine gold loading 
(mmol/g), % conversion of benzyl alcohol, % selectivity of product, initial rate of 
reaction, turnover number (TON) and turnover frequency (TOF) are listed in 
Appendix A. In the absence of catalyst or when using the support in the absence of 
gold no oxidation was observed, confirming that the presence of gold was essential 
for catalytic oxidation. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussions 
 
5.3.1 Gold Loading Optimization 
Our first consideration in order to investigate catalytic performances was the 
amount of gold needed in the heterogeneous catalyst system. Au9 on SiO2 
nanospheres prepared by WI method was the first system synthesized therefore 
various gold loadings were introduced. We started with 0.1wt. % Au followed by 1.0 
wt. % Au and finally 4.0 wt. % Au. Such percentages were chosen based on studies 
reported in various literature studies, suggested to be sufficient amounts for catalysis 
using active gold nanoparticle catalysts
11, 36, 39-43
. However, the actual amount present 
in the support was determined using atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) as listed 
in Table 5.1. Actual gold loading as determined from AAS showed that not all the 
gold that we started with was deposited onto the support. The estimated values were 
found to be well within the error limits. 
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Table 5.1: Calculated and actual gold loading of Au9 clusters on SiO2 
nanospheres prepared by wet impregnation method. 
Expected 
(wt. %) 
Calculated 
(mmol/g) 
10-3 
a
Actual (mmol/g) 10-4 
Uncalcined Calcined at 300
°
C Calcined at 500
°
C 
0.1 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.002 
1.0 0.133 0.202 0.202 0.201 
4.0 2.124 4.026 4.020 4.019 
a
Determined from AAS analysis for 0.20 g catalyst used for the catalytic reaction. 
 
Figure 5.3 illustrates the comparison of % conversion of benzyl alcohol 
achieved between nine Au9 on SiO2 WI prepared catalysts. 4.0 wt % catalyst 
calcined at 300
°
C and 500
°
C gives the highest conversion compared to 1.0 wt % and 
0.1 wt. % catalyst. However, 4.0 wt % uncalcined catalyst achieved the lowest 
conversion of all presumably since the gold active sites are still covered with ligands. 
In all cases (uncalcined and calcined catalysts) 0.1 wt. % did not promote high 
benzyl alcohol conversion (not more than 50%). For 1.0 wt. % gold loaded catalysts, 
it seems that the calcinations temperature does not affect the catalytic activity as the 
conversion remains between 50-55%. 
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of % conversion of benzyl alcohol using Au9 catalysts on 
SiO2 prepared by wet impregnation method with different gold loading calcined at 
different temperature. 
 
Catalysts that were calcined at 500
°
C gave lower conversion as compared to 
those calcined at 300
°
C. This is mainly due to agglomeration. The degree of 
aggregation can be controlled not only by introducing a bottom-up approach using 
gold molecular clusters but also by careful choice of calcination temperature
44
. This 
aspect will be discussed further later in this chapter (section 5.3.2). The highest % 
conversion of benzyl alcohol achieved was when using 4.0 wt % Au9 on SiO2 
calcined at 300
°
C, agrees well with our hypothesis. The calcination temperature 
(300
O
C) was ideal as it lead to the full removal of all the protecting phosphine 
ligands (as discussed in Chapter 3, proven with TGA-DSC analysis) and yet 
minimised the particles aggregation. Hence, the 4.0 wt. % gold loading percentage 
offers more gold active sites for catalytic reaction. The increase in catalytic activity 
with gold content within the range of gold loadings reported in a few other 
uncalcined calcined at 300
°
C calcined at 500
°
C 
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studies
11,36
. Milone et. al., showed that the increase of the specific activity with the 
gold loading is due to the enhancement of the reducibility of the catalyst involved in 
the oxidation of benzyl alcohol
45
. Therefore, we demonstrate 4.0 wt % of Au in all 
other catalysts investigated in this research. 
 
5.3.2 Catalyst Activation and Particle Size Effect 
The idea behind our research is to control the size of gold nanoparticles 
formation from bottom-up approach as well as during catalyst activation. While this 
work was in progress, Tsukuda group in Japan reported studies on Au11 clusters 
supported on mesoporous silica SBA-15
44
 as well as Au25 clusters immobilized on 
hydroxyapatite
46
 and various other Au cluster system with different protecting 
ligands
47,48
 for a bottom-up approach towards synthesizing controlled size of gold 
nanoparticulate catalysts. Au9 and Au13 were chosen in our research as a 
continuation to our investigation before with Au6 phosphine-stabilized clusters 
system
49
. Furthermore, Au9 and Au13 are precursors to larger clusters
50-53
 or the 
smallest core structure exists in larger Au clusters compound
54-60
. 
 
In Chapter 3 and 4 we discussed the detailed characterization of catalysts 
prepared by WI and TBHP methods. Table 5.2 summarises the average particle sizes 
observed under TEM. As can be seen, WI catalysts calcined at 500
°
C lead to the 
nanoparticles becoming bigger ranging from 20-80 nm. This explained the lower % 
conversion of benzyl alcohol as reported earlier in Figure 5.1. A study by Liu et. al. 
is in agreement with our findings that the catalytic activity for benzyl alcohol 
oxidation decreased monotonically with the increase in nanoparticle size
44
. 
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Table 5.2: Average particle sizes of Au9 and Au13 clusters on Al2O3 and SiO2 
nanospheres catalysts prepared by wet impregnation and TBHP method determined 
using TEM analysis 
Mean Particle size 
(nm) 
Samples 
Wet Impregnation TBHP 
SiO2 Al2O3 SiO2 
Al2O3 
Uncalcined Au9 - - 3 
6 
Au13 - - 3 
4 
Calcined at 300
°
C Au9 51 8 9 
11 
Au13 15 17 13 
20 
Calcined at 500
°
C Au9 78 20 - 
- 
Au13 19 25 - 
- 
 
Au9 and Au13 molecular clusters that we used as a precursor towards naked 
gold nanoparticles reported to be around 5.5-6 Å in size
61, 62
. Therefore, uncalcined 
catalysts prepared by WI method cannot be observed under TEM as the particles are 
too small for detection. Activation of catalyst via calcinations at 300
°
C or 500
°
C 
especially in WI method helps aids the stripping off the ligand spheres leaving only 
naked gold nanoparticles. However, with TBHP method, the ligands are being 
oxidised to become phosphine oxide, which then dissociate from the clusters 
resulting in naked gold nanoparticles
49
 similar to what we achieved by calcination. In 
comparison, low temperature (95
°
C; uncalcined) catalyst activation by the TBHP 
method produces smaller nanoparticles (in the range of 2-20 nm) compared to 8-50 
nm through WI method (calcined at 300
°
C). It has been reported by M. Turner et. al. 
that larger gold nanoparticles were obtained by an incipient wetness impregnation 
method
63
. Heat treatment is known to be associated with the growth of particles size 
and have been reported previously
64
. The diameter of gold particles is tuneable by 
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choosing the calcinations temperature for the gold catalysts according to theoretical 
calculations and experimental results
65, 66
. 
 
Comparing between Au9 and Au13 catalysts system, we noticed that in most 
cases Au13 catalysts produced smaller particles than Au9 catalysts. The icosahedral 
geometry of Au13 clusters may be responsible for this as structure rearrangement is 
less likely to occur hence avoiding cluster to enlargement
60
. Various reports have 
shown that gold clusters smaller than 2 nm can oxidize various alcohols using O2 in 
air
67-71
. One rational approach to gold oxidation catalysts is to utilize the potential 
ability of small clusters to activate O2
72
. However, there are reports showing that 
gold nanoparticles in the size range of 2-30 nm can be catalytically active towards 
various oxidations including benzyl alcohol oxidation
73-76
 using different sources of 
oxygen as oxidant. Nonetheless, it is generally accepted that the best catalytic 
performance is exhibited by the smaller particles (between ~1-10 nm)
36, 77
.  Boronat 
et. al. investigated this effect using DFT method and experimental procedure 
concluding that as the particle size decreases, the number of coordinated atoms that 
are considered to be active sites in alcohol oxidation to aldehydes increases
75
. 
Nevertheless, with the TBHP method that we developed, highly uniform (refer to 
TEM results and discussions in Chapter 3) and relatively small gold nanoparticles 
(<20 nm) can be achieved. 
 
5.3.3 Catalytic Performances : % Conversion of Benzyl Alcohol 
We have demonstrated that a 4.0 wt % gold loading activated at lower 
temperature (300
°
C for WI method and 95
°
C for TBHP method) gives smaller gold 
nanoparticles and good catalytic activity for oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The 
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comparison between the WI and TBHP methods was further investigated in the form 
of % conversion of benzyl alcohol. Figure 5.4 compares the % conversion achieved 
using uncalcined catalysts prepared by WI and TBHP methods. Earlier in Figure 5.3 
we illustrated that uncalcined catalyst by WI method gives the lowest % conversion 
comparing with other calcined catalysts. This was again seen in all cases regardless 
of whether Au9 or Au13 clusters on SiO2 or Al2O3 supports, the % benzyl alcohol 
conversion achieved being lower than that from the TBHP method. The highest % 
conversion (ca. 70%) for WI method uncalcined catalyst was accomplished by Au9 
on Al2O3 support (Figure 5.4 (c)). 
 
Our bottom-up approach utilising phosphine-stabilized clusters as precursors 
to size-controlled gold nanoparticles necessarily means that prior to calcination the 
organic ligands still attached to the gold clusters acting as a capping agent. This will 
limit the exposure of gold active sites necessary for catalysis. The capping agents 
may induce diffusion limitations by hindering the approach to the active site due to 
the formation of stagnant structure, may compete with the reactant for the adsorption 
on the active site or even both
78
. This explains recent findings that we obtained with 
WI catalysts. However, the same situation does not occur when using uncalcined 
TBHP catalysts. After 4 hours of reaction, the % benzyl alcohol conversion was 
almost 60% for all four uncalcined catalysts. We observed also that reaction begins 
as early as 15 minutes after reagent addition giving ca. 30% conversion for Au9 on 
SiO2 and Al2O3 catalysts, while Au13 on SiO2 and Al2O3 gave ca. 90% conversion. 
Thus it appears that the TBHP prepared catalyst was readily activated without the 
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need for calcination and supporting our preliminary report
49
. Indeed, this initial 
finding leads us to developing the TBHP method initially. 
 
  
  
Figure 5.4: Kinetic comparison between uncalcined catalysts prepared using wet 
impregnation (WI) method and TBHP method over 4 hours of catalysis reaction. 
Experiment was done in 3 replicates and the average values were plotted. 
 
From the Figure 5.4, the catalytic conditions and initial rate of reactions have 
been estimated (Table 5.3) for all catalysts. The induction stage was observed for all 
WI prepared catalysts (Figure 5.4) being up to 45 minutes for Au13 catalysts. The 
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initial rate was calculated only on the % conversion of benzyl alcohol consumed over 
the actual gold loading (TON) for the first 15 minutes of reaction. 
 
Table 5.3 clearly suggests that the catalytic reaction takes place immediately 
for all uncalcined TBHP prepared catalysts used compared to WI catalysts. The 
highest rate of reaction obtained for uncalcined catalyst was Au9 on SiO2 TBHP 
prepared catalysts which was 49.5102 min-1 compared to only 18.7102 min-1 for 
the same catalyst prepared via the WI method. 
 
Table 5.3: Initial rates of reaction for WI and TBHP prepared catalysts on SiO2 
nanospheres support. Initial rate determined by (TONt1-TONt0)/(15min) t1=30 and 
t0=15. 
a
Taken at t1=60 and t0=45 
Support Condition Catalyst 
Initial rate (min
-1
) 
 102 
WI TBHP 
SiO2 
Uncalcined 
Au9 18.7
a
 49.5 
Au13 5.8
a
 13.8 
Calcined at 
300
O
C 
Au9 13.1 
73.7 
Au13 2.5 
43.2 
Al2O3 
Uncalcined 
Au9 5.4
a
 18.0 
Au13 3.8
a
 8.8 
Calcined at 
300
O
C 
Au9 16.9 
48.8 
Au13 15.7 
27.1 
 
TBHP was used as the oxidant. These results suggest that for uncalcined WI 
catalysts, TBHP was largely responsible for activating the catalysts during the initial 
45 minutes. This induction period is obvious for uncalcined Au13 catalysts compared 
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to Au9. According to the previous computational results with the Au6 system
49, 79
 we 
predict that structural rearrangement also occurs for Au9 and Au13 clusters catalysts. 
Being more rigid in structural geometry (icosahedron), for Au13 catalysts the ‘in-situ’ 
activation by TBHP during the oxidation reaction is somewhat slower than for Au9. 
Supported by TGA-DSC data (Chapter 3), all the ligands for Au13 were removed 
simultaneously, rather than sequentially as seen for Au9. Therefore, the gold active 
sites of Au9 clusters catalysts exposed slightly earlier than Au13 explaining the higher 
conversion achieved even during the induction period (Figure 5.4). These 
observations confirmed that TBHP can be used to chemically transform gold clusters 
into nanoparticles without high temperature treatment. 
 
In order to confirm and support the results found with the uncalcined catalyst 
regarding induction period, we also did the investigation of the catalytic performance 
in term of % benzyl alcohol conversion attained by catalysts calcined at 300
°
C. The 
initial rate of reaction was listed in Table 5.3 while the % conversion vs. time was 
plotted in Figure 5.5. Observed that there were no delays in converting the benzyl 
alcohol therefore all initial rate of reaction were calculated for the 0-15 minutes. 
 
The absence of an induction period for WI prepared catalysts was due to 
calcination. The initial rates of reaction for catalysts calcined at 300
°
C via the TBHP 
method were still higher as compared to the same catalyst prepared via the WI 
method. This is possibly related to the smaller particle size for TBHP compared to 
WI catalysts as discussed in Section 5.3.2. The particle size effects the % conversion 
of benzyl alcohol; the 300
°
C calcined catalysts were slightly lower (ca. 80%) than 
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uncalcined (ca. 90%). It was established that the catalytic reaction kinetics was 
determined not only by catalyst activation step but also the particles size. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5: Kinetic comparison between calcined at 300
°
C catalysts prepared 
using wet impregnation (WI) method and TBHP method over 4 hours of catalysis 
reaction. Experiment was done in 3 replicates and average values were plotted. 
 
5.3.4 Turnover Number (TON) and Turnover Frequency (TOF) 
In catalysis, to measure the catalytic performance of catalysts instead of 
reporting the % conversion of the substrate, there are two important terms to be 
considered namely turnover number (TON) and turnover frequency (TOF). TON is 
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defined as the number of moles of substrate that a mole of catalyst can convert before 
becoming inactivated. Theoretically, an ideal catalyst would have an infinite TON in 
this sense because it would not ever be consumed but in actual practice one often 
sees TON which goes from 100 up to millions depending on how efficient the 
catalyst is. It is more precise to report turnover number in order to compare one 
catalyst which another especially involving different metal loading in heterogeneous 
catalyst. On the other hand, TOF is used to refer the turnover per unit time either in 
seconds, minutes or hours. TOF value gives an idea of the rate of substrate being 
converted into product for every mole of catalyst used. 
 
Table 5.4: TON and TOF after 4 hours of catalytic oxidation benzyl alcohol 
reaction 
Support Condition Catalyst 
TON (105) TOF (min
-1
) 
WI TBHP WI TBHP 
SiO2 
Uncalcined 
Au9 1.75 5.17 730 
2153 
Au13 1.69 5.04 703 
2102 
Calcined at 
300
°
C 
Au9 2.64 5.45 1102 
2269 
Au13 4.18 4.98 1743 
2074 
Al2O3 
Uncalcined 
Au9 3.55 5.09 1480 
2121 
Au13 1.70 4.97 709 
2072 
Calcined at 
300
°
C 
Au9 4.22 5.21 1760 
2171 
Au13 3.35 3.34 1396 
1392 
 
Table 5.4 lists the TON and TOF of all catalysts tested for the oxidation of 
benzyl alcohol after 4 hours. Actual gold loadings were measured by AAS as listed 
in Appendix B. According to conversion vs. time plots in Figure 5.4 and 5.5, 
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catalysts that give high conversion in both methods are Au13 on SiO2 prepared by the 
uncalcined TBHP method (90.35%), Au9 on SiO2 uncalcined TBHP method 
(89.39%), Au9 on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C by the WI method (75.85%) and Au13 on 
SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C WI method (61.73%). The findings for WI catalysts are the 
same as those found with the % conversion, however, for TBHP method, two 
catalysts that gives high TON and TOF are Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C (5.45105 
and 2269 min
-1
)
 
and Au9 on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C (5.21105 and 2171 min-1). 
 
As we discussed in Section 5.3.1 after calcination, there is a certain degree of 
gold loss. Even though the loss is not significant, calculating the TON and TOF, the 
300
°
C calcined TBHP catalyst gives higher values. This is because the % conversion 
is somewhat comparable with the uncalcined catalyst regardless of the decrease in 
gold content. This explains the situation occurring when the Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 
300
°
C 
 
and Au9 on Al2O3 calcined at 300
°
C gave higher TON and TOF values as 
compared to Au13 on SiO2 uncalcined TBHP method, Au9 on SiO2 uncalcined TBHP 
method that initially gives higher % conversion. Nonetheless, comparing the two 
methods, it is confirmed that TBHP catalysts give higher TON and TOF values 
hence are more efficient than WI catalysts. These results support our previous 
finding regarding the catalyst activation, particle size effect and % conversion of 
benzyl alcohol. 
 
5.3.5 Support and Selectivity Effect 
In our work, we have used both SiO2 and Al2O3 supports. Although we did 
not investigate thoroughly the support interaction effect but a comparison of the two 
supports employed two different methods of preparing the catalysts can be made 
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according to the catalytic activity achieved. The gold particle size is controlled by a 
combined effect produced by the interactions between the gold particles themselves 
and gold-support interactions (which are expected to control the surface mobility of 
the gold particles); the lower the mobility of the gold particles, the larger the gold 
dispersion or smaller the gold particles on the surface. Other have found that the 
interaction of gold with oxide supports plays a vital role in determining the unique 
properties of supported gold nanoparticulate catalysts as well as the preparation 
method
21, 36, 80-82
. 
 
Figure 5.6: Product selectivity from oxidation of benzyl alcohol after 4 hours 
 
Comparing between the SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 supports that we used, 
TBHP method prepared catalysts on SiO2 produced smaller particle sizes while for 
WI method, catalysts on Al2O3 gives smaller particles. Comparing the surface area 
(measured by BET surface area analysis) of SiO2 nanospheres (149.9883 m
2
/g) and 
Al2O3 (258.3253 m
2
/g), the latter support with WI method preparation agrees with 
what has been reported by Choudhary et. al.39. However, with TBHP method, the 
Au13 calcined at 300
°
C 
SiO2 - WI 
Au9 calcined at 300
°
C 
SiO2 - WI 
Au9 calcined at 300
°
C 
Al2O3 - WI 
Au9 calcined at 300
°
C 
Al2O3 - TBHP 
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lower mobility of gold particles produced from chemical modification at lower 
temperature promoted by TBHP resulting gold supported on SiO2 nanospheres to be 
smaller in size compared to Al2O3 supported catalysts. High temperature encourages 
gold mobility and aggregation (by calcinations especially in WI method preparation) 
to happened hence surface area becomes the limiting factor for gold particles to 
enlarge. 
 
We relate the support effect with the product selectivity. Oxidation of benzyl 
alcohol will produce benzaldehydes as the main product but two other products are 
prone to be produced, which are benzoic acid and benzyl benzoate. Figure 5.6 
showed the product selectivity of two best catalysts from WI and TBHP method. We 
always found that our catalysts gives high selectivity of benzaldehyde but in some 
cases especially catalyst supported on Al2O3 prepared by WI method, also produced 
benzoic acid and sometimes benzyl benzoate as by-products. Benzyl benzoate 
appeared later in the reaction normally after 3 hours that is when enough 
benzaldehyde produced reacted with benzyl alcohol to form benzyl benzoate. Hence, 
we conclude that TBHP method produced not only high activity of catalysts but also 
selective towards producing benzaldehyde. 
 
5.3.6 Leaching and Recyclability 
Taking into considerations of all the findings discussed before, two most ideal 
catalyst systems ware investigated further for their recyclability and leaching issues. 
Those catalysts are TBHP prepared Au9 on SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C and 
WI prepared Au13 on SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C. The average particles size 
of the first catalyst mentioned is 8.99 nm while the latter is 15.35 nm explaining the 
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slightly higher TON and TOF for the smaller particulate catalyst (5.45105 and 2269 
min
-1
 compared to 4.98105 and 2074 min-1). We observed that Al2O3 supported gold 
catalyst gives higher particulate sizes and slightly lower benzaldehyde selectivity 
towards catalytic oxidation of benzyl alcohol. Hence, we did not pursue on 
investigating leaching and recyclability of any Al2O3 supported gold nanoparticles 
catalyst. 
 
Table 5.5: Leaching of gold and % conversion of benzyl alcohol after six times 
catalyst recycled 
 
Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 
300
°
C – TBHP method 
Au13 on SiO2 calcined 
at 300
°
C – WI method 
Au loading before 1
st
 catalysis 
reaction (mmol/g) 
4.019810-4 4.037510
-4
 
Au loading after 1
st
 catalysis 
reaction (mmol/g) 
3.969710-4 3.984110
-4
 
% benzyl alcohol 
conversion    
(after 4hours) 
1
st
 used 77.78 61.73 
2
nd
 used 77.63 60.03 
3
rd
 used 77.02 59.06 
4
th
 used 76.84 58.45 
5
th
 used 75.59 58.02 
6
th
 used 72.01 54.76 
 
It is important for the heterogeneous catalyst system to stay intact on the 
support and that it does not leach into the reaction solution during catalysis in order 
to avoid disadvantages of homogeneous catalyst to encounter. Since the interaction 
between metal and support surface is not chemical interaction (does not involves 
chemical bonding), the particles are prone to leave the support surface and mix well 
in the reaction solution. To investigate this phenomenon, we employed two 
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techniques. The first technique was to measure the gold loading for the catalyst after 
being used in catalysis reaction and the second one was filtering the catalyst after 2 
hours of catalysis reaction and to then let the reaction resume for another 24 hours 
while monitoring the % conversion of benzyl alcohol. Table 5.5 shows the 
differences in gold loading before and after catalysis reaction as determined by AAS 
spectroscopy. 
 
Both catalysts system were started with 4.0 wt. % Au loading which were 
then determined by AAS to be 4.019810-4 mmol/g (Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C – 
TBHP method) and 4.037510-4 mmol/g (Au13 on SiO2 calcined at 300
°
C – WI 
method). After 4 hours of reaction, the catalyst was recovered and dried before 
analysing the gold content again with AAS. It was confirmed that only about 2% of 
gold content were leached out during the catalytic reaction. This was a relatively 
high percentage compared to what has been reported by Hutchings et. al. utilising 
Au/SiO2 catalyst prepared by coprecipitation procedure
83
. However, in order to 
support the spectroscopic evidence and prove that there was no significant decrease 
in catalytic reaction, we carried out the leaching experiment to get the experimental 
evidence. 
 
Figure 5.7 shows the plot of % conversion vs. time with catalyst being filtered 
after 2 hours of reaction determined by GC analysis. In agreement with our AAS 
results, no significant leaching was observed as the % conversion does not increase 
with disappearance of catalyst used. After 120 minutes, the % conversion of benzyl 
alcohol obtained by Au9 on SiO2, calcined at 300
°
C prepared by TBHP method, was 
in agreement with what we had achieved before. There was no major increase in 
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conversion observed even after 24 hours of reaction. Both catalysts (TBHP prepared 
Au9 on SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C and WI prepared Au13 on SiO2 
nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C) displayed the same pattern indicating that either WI 
or TBHP method does not affect the physical interactions between gold and support. 
These also ensure that the catalytic activity was accomplished by heterogeneous gold 
nanoparticles embedded on support not homogeneously with free gold particles that 
leached out into the reaction solution. 
 
 Figure 5.7: Leaching test, oxidation of benzyl alcohol for Au9 on SiO2 calcined at 
300
O
C prepared by TBHP method 
 
The catalysts were also tested for their recyclability. Both catalysts were 
recycled six times and the % conversion of benzyl alcohol was determined after 4 
hours of reaction using GC (Table 5.5). Even in the sixth use, no large decrease in 
120mins; catalyst filtered and reaction resumed without catalyst 
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catalytic activity was observed. Therefore, this showed that the <2% gold leached as 
observed was irrelevant due to the insignificant loss of the catalytic activity. 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
From the works discussed above, the following conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Gold nanoparticles ranging from 1-20 nm showed excellent catalytic 
performance in terms of % substrate conversion. Nevertheless, gold 
nanoparticles below 5 nm proved to be the best catalysts judging from the % 
substrate conversion, % product selectivity, TON, TOF and recyclability. 
2. The TBHP method that we have developed is promising and allows the 
synthesis of finely dispersed gold nanoparticles with minimised 
agglomeration. Regardless of differences in solid supports or gold molecular 
cluster precursors the TBHP prepared catalysts always gave better catalytic 
performance. 
3. Leaching of gold nanoparticles into the reaction solution seems to be 
minimised and catalyst can be recycled up to six times. 
4. The use of phosphine-stabilized molecular gold clusters allows control over 
the size of the gold nanoparticles provided the activation of the catalyst step 
is carefully chosen; for example, by avoiding high temperature activation. 
This is the crucial stage in catalyst preparation and we achieved it with the 
TBHP method at only 95
°
C. 
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Chapter 6 
 
Heterobimetallic Gold-Metal Clusters and Nanoparticles - Synthesis, 
Characterization and Catalysis 
 
6.0 Abstract 
 Two heterobimetallic gold clusters compounds, [(PPh3)Pd{AuPh2P(p-
tol)}6][NO3]2 (Au6Pd) and [Au8(PPh3)7(SnCl3)]2[SnCl6] (Au8Sn) were synthesized 
and deposited onto silica nanospheres. Characterization of the supported clusters was 
carried out using elemental analysis, UV-Vis spectroscopy, 
1
H and 
31
P NMR, TGA-
DSC, ESI-MS, powder X-ray diffraction and X-ray absorption fine structure 
techniques. The wet impregnation method was utilised to deposit clusters onto silica 
nanospheres. Nanoparticle generation was achieved after activation via calcination at 
300
°
C and 500
°
C.  Some difficulties were encountered in the synthesis and 
characterization of Au8Sn clusters and are reported in this chapter. The reactivity of 
the supported catalysts for benzyl alcohol oxidation was investigated using similar 
reaction conditions as discussed in Chapter 5. The preliminary results were used to 
understand and compare the catalytic properties of pure gold clusters and 
heterobimetallic gold-metal species. These showed that the Au-Pd catalyst was 
reactive in promoting benzyl alcohol oxidation but not the Au-Sn species. Significant 
synergistic properties of both metals towards catalysis are unclear and open to further 
investigation. 
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6.1 Introduction 
 There has been considerable interest in the synthesis of heterobimetallic 
compounds due to the synergistic effects shown when used as catalysts. Corma and 
co-workers
1-4
 have shown that an Au-Pd catalyst was active for the selective 
oxidation of alcohols to aldehydes and ketones and that the oxidation of aldehydes to 
acid was in the absence of base and under solvent-free conditions. The number of 
high nuclearity heterobimetallic gold-metal clusters being structurally characterised 
has steadily increased in recent years. 
  
 It has become clear from the growing number of mixed metal-gold clusters 
that the transition metal to gold bond is thermodynamically favourable
5
. Recent work 
by Hutchings et. al. demonstrated the role of gold in gold-palladium alloy catalysts 
towards benzyl alcohol oxidation
6-9
 under solvent-free gas-phase conditions. Three 
common explanations have been proposed to account for catalytic enhancement by 
heterobimetallic compounds: (i) the geometric effect, in which atomic ensembles act 
as active sites; (ii) the electronic effect, in which interactions among surrounding 
atoms give rise to electron density dislocation and (iii) the bifunctional effect, in 
which each metal promotes a different step of the surface reaction
10
. 
 
A coordinatively unsaturated transition-metal moiety, produced for example 
by hydride loss or ligand dissociation, can either trap a gold cluster fragment or 
participate directly in cluster growth, thereby forming a mixed-metal cluster. A 
number of heterobimetallic gold-metal clusters have been studied including Au-Pt
11-
14
, Au-Pd
15, 16
, Au-Rh
17-19
, Au-Fe
20, 21
, Au-Co
22
, Au-Sn
23, 24
 and Au-Os
25-27
. The 
introduction of heterometallic gold-metal bonding into these clusters leads to an 
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increase in the polarity of the molecule, which probably results in the enhancement 
of the catalytic activity. Generally, there are two types of heterobimetallic gold-metal 
clusters, namely, metal-rich and gold-rich heterobimetallic molecular clusters. In our 
research, we were more interested in gold-rich heterobimetallic clusters. 
 
Platinum-gold clusters have previously been reported to be active catalysts 
for the H2-D2 equilibration reaction
28
. The Pt-centred, crown-shaped cluster of 
[Pt(AuPPh3)8](NO3)2 is highly reactive towards H2 and is an excellent H2-D2 
equilibration catalyst at room temperature and 1 atm of H2 pressure. Other M-Au 
clusters also have been reported to show similar reactivity towards H2. These include 
[Pt(AuPPh3)8(CuCl)]
2+ 29
 and [Pt(AuPPh3)8(Ag)]
3+ 30
. 
 
In our research, we aimed to synthesize Au-Pd and Au-Sn heterobimetallic 
catalysts using gold-phosphine nitrate complexes and phosphine-stabilized Au9 
clusters as precursors. Both heterobimetallic clusters systems have been reported 
previously but to our knowledge, no catalytic studies have been carried out using this 
system. 
 
6.2 Experimental 
All experiments were carried out using the standard Schlenk-line technique 
under a purified N2 atmosphere unless mentioned otherwise. Solvents used were 
dried and O2-free if necessary. No any other special precautions were taken to 
exclude air or moisture from the synthetic procedures. All chemicals were used as 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, BDH or Alfa Aesar. Details on characterizations 
techniques were described in Chapter 2 of this thesis. 
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6.2.1 Synthesis of Heterobimetallic Gold-Metal Clusters 
Two clusters - gold-palladium; [(PPh3)Pd{AuPh2P(p-tol)}6][NO3]2 (Au6Pd) 
and [Pd(AuPPh3)8](NO3)2 (Au8Pd) also one from gold-tin; [Au8(Ph2P(p-
tol))7(SnCl3)]2[SnCl6] (Au8Sn) were synthesized. (PPh3)AuNO3, {Ph2P(p-
tol)}AuNO3 complexes or Au9  cluster were utilised as starting material. The method 
of synthesizing both precursors has been described in Chapter 2. 
 
6.2.1.1 Synthesis of Au6Pd Clusters 
The procedure for the synthesis of Au8Pd was followed as described in 
literature
16
. The Au6Pd that we synthesized was [(PPh3)Pd{AuPh2P(p-tol)}6][NO3]2 
(Figure 6.1). 
 
A 100 ml three-necked round bottom flask was charged with [PdCl2(PPh3)2] 
(0.0812 g, 0.115 mmol), [Ph2P(p-tol)AuNO3] (0.3024 g, 0.560 mmol) and 10 ml 
dichloromethane with a continuous flow of N2. A methanol solution of NaBH4 (10 
ml, 0.0137 g, 0.276 mmol) was added dropwise to the mixture. The solution was 
stirred for about 30 minutes during which the colour gradually changed from yellow 
to dark red to brown. A drop of distilled water was added to quench the reaction. 
Solvents were removed on a rotary evaporator and methanol (7 ml) added. This 
dissolved the crude mixture which was filtered through celite to remove any 
precipitates. The dark brown filtrate was reduced to dryness and acetone (5 ml) was 
added to dissolve the dark red-purple solid to give a dark brown solution. The 
solution was filtered again through celite and the dark brown filtrate was once again 
evaporated to dryness. A brown microcrystalline solid was obtained by liquid 
diffusion using a minimum amount of methanol to dissolve the solid then layering 
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with diethyl ether. The solid (0.1541 g) was isolated on a fritted funnel, washed with 
diethyl ether and dried under vacuum. % yield: 71% based on gold. The crystal 
structure of similar clusters was reported by Sotelo et. al.
31
. 
1
H-NMR (CD2Cl2): δ 
(ppm) aromatic protons; 7.75-6.39(m); -CH3; 2.17(s). 
31
P{
1
H}-NMR: δ (ppm) 
61.3(m); 49.2(s). Elemental analysis gives C, 47.14%; H, 3.49%; N, 1.12%; as 
PdAu6P7C132H117N2O6 requires C, 47.58%; H, 3.54%; N, 0.84%. 
 
  
Figure 6.1: (a) Au6Pd
31
 and (b) Au8Pd
16
 crystal structure from literature. Carbons 
and hydrogens were omitted for clarity. 
 
6.2.1.2 Synthesis of Au8Sn Clusters 
We encountered difficulties in preparing Au8Sn clusters according to method 
described by Demidowicz et. al. This utilised the direct reaction of Au9 cluster and 
SnCl2.2H2O
24
. The Au9 cluster (0.4134 g, 0.099mmol) was suspended in acetone (30 
ml) under the N2 atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for 15 minutes and then 
SnCl2.2H2O (0.2013 g, 0.892 mmol) was added to give a slurry. The green 
suspension turned red and stirring was continued for 2.5 hours. In our hands, 
however after 3 minutes, the red precipitate that should separate out did not appear. 
Pd 
(a) (b) 
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Rather, after 1 hour the solution turned purple then an orange precipitate developed. 
The reaction was repeated three times following the procedure reported. 
Unfortunately, the expected red precipitate was not produced. 
 
 
Figure 6.2: Crystal structure of Au8Sn from literature
24
. Carbons and hydrogens 
were omitted for clarity. 
 
We then employed an alternate method utilising Au9 cluster and [NEt4]SnCl3, 
the latter being synthesized according to literature
32
 (Figure 6.2). The cluster 
[Au9{Ph2P(p-tol)}8][NO3]3 (0.1836 g, 0.0460 mmol) was suspended in acetone (30 
ml) under a N2 atmosphere. The mixture was stirred for 15 minutes, [NEt4]SnCl3 
(0.0084 g, 0.0020 mmol) was added, and the solution was stirred for 30 minutes. The 
solution lightened in colour and an orange-red precipitate separated out. Solvent 
evaporation gave a red-orange solid (0.4838 g) which was dried under vacuum (61% 
yield based on gold). Mingos et. al. had reported the detailed structural 
characterisation on the similar envisioned cluster
24
. 
1
H-NMR (CD2Cl2): δ (ppm) 
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aromatic protons; 7.61-7.32(m); -CH3; 2.45(s). 
31
P{
1
H}-NMR: δ (ppm) 32.4(s). 
Elemental analysis: C, 31.56%; H, 2.66%; Cl, 4.97%; as Au16C266H238P14Sn3Cl12 for 
Au8Sn requires C, 30.95%; H, 3.07%; Cl, 5.45%. 
 
6.2.2 Synthesis of Heterobimetallic Gold-Metal Nanoparticle Catalysts 
Heterobimetallic clusters were deposited onto SiO2 nanospheres using the wet 
impregnation method as described in Chapter 2. Gold loading was 4.0 wt. % and 
catalysts were activated by calcination at 300
°
C and 500
°
C; 10
°
C/min for 1 hour. 
 
6.3 Results and Discussions 
6.3.1 Carbon, Hydrogen, Nitrogen (CHN) Elemental Analysis 
The stoichiometry of clusters is difficult to predict due to the large molecular 
mass. We managed to obtain relatively high yields (> 60%) for both clusters 
synthesized.  The heterobimetallic gold-metal cluster, Au6Pd was collected as a 
brown microcrystalline solid in 71% yield and Au8Sn as red-orange solid in 61% 
yield (based on gold). There is a slight difference in value for % N found according 
to elemental analysis for Au6Pd clusters. However, the % C and % H values were in 
agreement with the calculated values. The higher nitrogen content may be because of 
the NaNO3 formed during the cluster preparation was not fully separated. 
Nonetheless, for Au8Sn clusters, the elemental analysis data on carbon, hydrogen 
and chlorine is in agreement with calculated values. 
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6.3.2 Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-Vis) Spectroscopy 
UV-Vis spectroscopy for precursor clusters was carried out in solution. 
Au6Pd was dissolved in methanol. Unfortunately, there was a solubility issue with 
Au8Sn and no UV-Vis spectrum could be recorded. The Au6 cluster was synthesized 
according to our previous work
33, 34
. Both Au6 and Au6Pd spectra were recorded in 
methanol in the range 300-800 nm. A comparison between the two spectra is shown 
in Figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: UV-Vis spectrum of Au6Pd and Au6 in methanol solution 
 
A resonance at ca. 626 nm was observed for the Au6 and was clear indication 
of reduction of the Au-phosphine ions
22
 in clusters. Both spectra show weak 
absorptions in the region from 500-800 nm that are assigned due to gold-gold 
interactions
35
. An interesting observation is the presence of an additional absorption 
at ca. 422 nm for Au6Pd. This feature arises due to gold-metal interactions as 
observed in related Au-Pt clusters
36
. 
626 nm 
422 nm 
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6.3.3 
 1
H and 
31
P Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) Spectroscopy 
The 
1
H NMR resonance of the ligand was monitored throughout the synthetic 
procedure in order to confirm that no degradation occurred at any stage of cluster 
formation (Table 6.1). For the p-tol ligand, two types of 
1
H NMR resonance were 
observed, namely the aromatic protons and methyl group. 
 
Table 6.1: 
1
H-NMR chemical shift 
Type of 
1
H 
Chemical shift, δ (ppm) 
Ph2P(p-
tol) 
(Ph2P(p-
tol))AuCl 
(Ph2P(p-
tol))Au(NO3) 
Au6Pd Au8Sn 
CH3
 
2.38 (s) 2.43 (s) 2.44 (s) 
2.17 
(s) 
2.45 
(s) 
HH
H
HH  
7.19-7.37 
(m) 
7.28-7.56  
(m) 
7.30-7.66  
(m) 
6.39-
7.75 
(m) 
7.49-
7.58 
(m) 
 
As can be seen (Table 6.1), the 
1
H NMR resonance for methyl group in 
Au6Pd is shifted upfield (δ 2.17 ppm) as compared to the ligand and intermediate 
gold complexes. For Au8Sn, the chemical shift of the same proton resonance is not 
distinguished further from the intermediate gold nitrate complexes. However, the 
protons of the aromatic groups appear downfield and in a smaller range as compared 
to the starting material. The use of phosphine ligands gives an advantage in cluster 
characterization as the 
31
P{
1
H} NMR can be utilised. Indeed, this NMR gives a 
clearer information on cluster formation
37-39
. A full comparison of the 
31
P{
1
H} NMR 
data is listed in Table 6.2 below. 
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Table 6.2: 
31
P{
1
H} NMR chemical shift 
Compound δ (ppm) 
(Ph2P(p-tol)) ligand -6.4 (s) 
(Ph2P(p-tol))AuCl 32.4 (s) 
(Ph2P(p-tol))Au(NO3) 26.9 (s) 
Au6Pd 49.2 (s) and 61.3 (m) 
Au8Sn 
33.1 (s) 
 
For Au8Sn clusters values observed were in agreement with literature 
reports
24, 40
. According to literature
31
, peaks in the 
31
P{
1
H} NMR spectrum of Au6Pd 
can be assigned to the presence of two types of phosphorus atoms; one linked to 
palladium and others linked to gold
31. However, we observed that the signal at δ 49.2 
ppm assigned to the phosphorus attached to gold bond is not a doublet as expected 
but is more like a singlet with a small shoulder (Figure 6.4). Likewise, the signal at δ 
61.3 ppm assigned to the phosphorus at palladium was not a clean septet but more 
likely to appeared as a multiplet. There were also extra signals at 44.6 ppm (m) and 
32.4 ppm (m) which remain unassigned. Presumably, there was a mixture of Au6Pd 
and Au8Pd clusters. Pignolet et. al. also reported similar findings with diphosphine-
ligated Pt-Au clusters, when mixture of clusters appeared resulting from skeletal 
rearrangement
41
. The observed singlet were caused by an (accidental) equal 
chemically equivalent chemical shift
37
. 
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Figure 6.4: 
31
P{
1
H} NMR spectrum of Au6Pd clusters 
 
6.3.4 Thermogravimetric Analysis-Differential Scanning Calorimetry (TGA-
DSC) 
Thermogravimetric analysis of each sample was carried out in order to 
determine the temperature required for cluster decomposition in argon up to 600
°
C 
increasing by 2
°
C/min. Figure 6.5 shows the TGA-DSC curves for both clusters. 
TGA showed a relatively broad weight loss between 250-350
°
C of ca. 55% for 
Au6Pd and 300-360
°
C of ca. 50% for Au8Sn, coincident with a large exotherm in the 
DSC trace. This corresponds well to the calculated weight loss of 57.6% and 49.5% 
for each cluster respectively. 
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Figure 6.5: TGA-DSC curves for (a) Au6Pd clusters and (b) Au8Sn clusters 
 
6.3.5 Electrospray Ionization-Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS) 
In order to determine the elemental composition of clusters synthesized, a 
mass spectrometric study using electrospray ionization (ESI) was carried out. Table 
6.3 listed the expected m/z values for each clusters. 
(a) 
(b) 
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Table 6.3: Calculated m/z values of clusters 
Clusters Cation m/z 
Au6Pd [(PPh3)Pd(AuPh2P(p-tol))6]
2+
 3100.2766 
Au8Sn [Au8(Ph2P(p-tol))7(SnCl3)]
+
 3734.9807 
 
Figure 6.6 shows the ESI-MS spectra for each cluster. Unfortunately, we were 
unable to identify any multiply charged clusters in the m/z range up to calculated 
mass value for each cluster. Clearly, the clusters are easily fragmented to other small 
clusters in gas-phase as so many peaks appeared at lower region than the clusters m/z 
region
42
. Other research groups have reported similar fragmentation patterns for 
small clusters as well as differences in sample composition in large clusters were 
observed and studied using ESI-MS
42-47
. Nevertheless, we did observe peaks in the 
expected m/z regions for each cluster. 
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Figure 6.6: ESI-MS spectra of Au6Pd and Au8Sn clusters 
 
6.3.6 X-ray Diffraction (XRD) 
XRD patterns of mixed-metal catalysts together with that of Au9 catalysts 
were shown in Figure 6.7. In all cases, crystallinity increased from uncalcined to 
calcined at 300
°
C and calcined at 500
°
C catalysts. The appearance of Au (111), 
(200), (220) and (311) peaks confirmed the transformation to gold nanoparticles. 
m/z
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However, no peaks corresponding Pd in Au6Pd or Sn in Au8Sn was observed 
possibly due to the extremely low concentration of both metals. 
 
 
Figure 6.7: XRD patterns of uncalcined, calcined at 300
°
C and calcined at 500
°
C, 
(a) Au9, (b) Au6Pd and (c) Au8Sn on SiO2 nanospheres 
(a) Au9 
(b) Au6Pd 
(c) Au8Sn 
(111) 
(200) 
(220) (311) 
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6.3.7 X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) and Extended X-ray 
Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS) 
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Figure 6.8: Best fit between experimental Au LIII edge EXAFS and 
theory/calculated data for Au6Pd; clusters (top) and Au8Pd clusters (bottom). On the 
right corresponding Fourier transforms of the experimental and calculated data are 
shown. 
 
XAS was employed as a method of structural characterisation with X-ray 
absorption measurements, carried out on the DUBBLE BM26A beamline of 
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Grenoble, France. Only precursor clusters 
were analyzed due to low loadings observed on supports that made it difficult to 
obtain sufficients edge jump for EXAFS data quality. The Au6Pd clusters was 
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pressed into a pellet with a thickness chosen to give a total absorbance (µx) at the Au 
LIII (11.918 keV) and Pd K edge (24.350 keV) edges of ca. 2.0 and an edge step 
(Δµx) of ca. 0.5.  Unfortunately, no data were collected for Au8Sn cluster due to the 
unstable nature of this cluster (it changed colour over time) and low concentration of 
Au and Sn on the supported catalyst. 
 
Table 6.4: Structural parameters derived from the analysis of Au LIII edge 
EXAFS data of Au6Pd clusters 
Atom pair 
Clusters 
Au-P Au-Au 
N R (Å) 2 (Å2) N R (Å) 2 (Å2) 
Au6Pd 1.04 2.30 0.007 0.28 2.53 0.007 
Au8Pd 1.08 2.31 0.008 0.49 2.53 0.008 
Fit index Au6Pd = 20.36; Au8Pd = 29.02. N = coordination number; R = bond 
distance (Å); 2 = standard deviation. 
 
At the Au LIII edge the Au6Pd clusters (Figure 6.8), gave Au-P and Au-Au 
characteristics similar to those in monometallic Au9 clusters (Chapters 3 and 4). The 
bond distances in both clusters were less than that of Au foil (2.88 Å) which 
confirmed the non-bulky structures of the clusters. The Au-P coordination number 
(Table 6.4) for both clusters were closely similar (1.04 for Au6Pd and 1.08 for 
Au8Pd as well as Au-Au coordination number (0.28 for Au6Pd  and 0.49 for Au8Pd. 
Observed bond distances were almost identical (ca. 2.3 Å for Au-P and ca. 2.5 Å for 
Au-Au). These results indicates that the structural surrounding of gold in both 
heterobimetallic Au-Pd clusters were almost identical with phosphines ligands 
attached to Au. 
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Figure 6.9: Best fit between experimental Pd K edge EXAFS and 
theory/calculated data for Au6Pd clusters (top) and Au8Pd clusters (bottom). On the 
right corresponding Fourier transforms of the experimental and calculated data are 
shown. 
 
Table 6.5 shows the results of EXAFS fitting from the Pd K edge. Spectra for 
experimental and calculated fittings are shown in Figure 6.9. From these, it can be 
seen that the calculated structure model of the clusters obtained from analysis of 
EXAFS data perfectly match with experimental data. EXAFS of the Pd K edge 
showed significant metallic peaks between 2-3 Å. The EXAFS fit indicates that 
palladium has two coordination environments in Au6Pd clusters (NPd-P = 2.10 at 2.36 
Å and NPd-Au = 0.26 at 2.63 Å)  while one in Au8Pd clusters (NPd-Au = 3.40 at 2.74 
Å). Within the error of EXAFS measurements, the bond distances of Pd-Au of both 
clusters were identical, ca. ~2.70 Å
10
.  
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Table 6.5: Structural parameters derived from the analysis of Pd K edge EXAFS 
data of Au6Pd clusters 
Atom pair 
Clusters 
Pd-P Pd-Au 
N R (Å) 2 (Å2) N R (Å) 2 (Å2) 
Au6Pd 2.10 2.36 0.013 0.26 2.63 0.011 
Au8Pd - - - 3.40 2.74 0.007 
Fit index Au6Pd = 41.78; Au8Pd = 58.5. N = coordination number; R = bond 
distance (Å); 2 = standard deviation. 
 
 Figure 6.10 gives a comparison between experimental EXAFS data for the 
two different species Au6Pd clusters together with Fourier transform and XANES 
spectra. Both XANES spectra were not identical to that of Pd foil (reference 
compound for Pd-Pd bond) indicating that the Au6Pd clusters were not in bulk. The 
XANES characteristic for both clusters also seems to be slightly different that 
determined the existence of Pd-P bond in Au6Pd clusters. The Fourier transforms of 
both clusters confirmed the prediction observed from XANES when there was no Pd-
P characteristic observed for Au8Pd cluster. 
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Figure 6.10: Comparison between experimental Pd K edge EXAFS data for Au6Pd clusters (top) and Au8Pd clusters (bottom). Corresponding 
Fourier transforms and XANES of the experimental data are shown. 
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6.4 Catalysis: Oxidation of Benzyl Alcohol 
Our catalytic studies focused on the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. This was 
carried out using 0.20 g of catalyst, tert-butylhydroperoxide in decane (TBHP) as the 
oxidant (decane act as the GC internal standard) and n-heptane as solvent at 95
°
C 
using the supported nanoparticle catalysts. Samples were taken every 30 minutes for 
the first hour of reaction then every hour for the remaining 4 hours of reaction. GC 
was used to determine the catalytic performance. The detailed procedure is described 
in Chapter 5. 
 
 Each catalyst was first submitted to thermal treatment at 300
°
C and 500
°
C for 
1 hour. Uncalcined catalysts were also tested in order to observe the “induction 
period” found when using gold nanoparticle catalysts (Chapter 5). Figure 6.11 and 
6.12 summarize the % conversion of benzyl alcohol using Au6Pd and Au8Sn as 
catalysts respectively. The analytical data show that the conversion of benzyl alcohol 
at higher percentage Au6Pd (>50% conversion) catalyst compared to Au8Sn catalyst 
(<50% conversion).  
 
For both Au-Pd and Au-Sn, catalysts calcined at 300
°
C gave higher 
conversion as compared those both uncalcined and calcined at 500
°
C. Referring to 
the TGA-DSC data (section 6.3.4) the precursor clusters transform into nanoparticles 
upon removal of the capping ligands at ca. 300
°
C. This explains the higher 
conversion achieved as the active sites were not blocked by surrounding ligands. 
Capping agents lower the accessibility to the active sites and may act as catalyst 
surface poison
48
. Higher temperature activation (500
°
C) promotes gold-gold 
agglomeration, increasing particle size and limiting activity. 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of % conversion of benzyl alcohol using 4.0 wt. % Au of 
Au6Pd supported catalysts uncalcined, calcined at 300
°
C and calcined at 500
°
C 
 
 Au9 clusters, used as a starting material for the synthesis of Au6Pd and 
Au8Sn clusters were also deposited onto SiO2 nanopheres by the wet impregnation 
method (see Chapter 3 and 5) and reported here are works with bimetallic system. 
The % conversion of benzyl alcohol achieved by Au9 on SiO2 nanospheres calcined 
at 300
°
C after 4 hours was 38.2% with 97.8% benzaldehyde selectivity. Au6Pd on 
SiO2 nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C after 4 hours gave 86.3% conversion (Figure 
6.9) with 88.0% benzaldehyde selectivity. In this manner, the key role of gold 
highlighted by a synergistic effect with palladium can be emphasized. Assuming the 
gold loading on Au9 and Au6Pd catalysts are similar (ca. 4.0 wt. % Au), the most 
promising results are obtained with the mixed-metal Au-Pd catalyst, converting over 
86.0% conversion of starting materials (more than twice as high as Au catalyst) and 
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with 88.0%  benzaldehyde selectivity. Little induction period was observed for 
uncalcined Au6Pd catalyst with the catalytic reaction starting as early as 15 minutes 
of reaction.  
 
 
Figure 6.12: Comparison of % conversion of benzyl alcohol using 4.0 wt. % Au of 
Au8Sn supported catalysts uncalcined, calcined at 300
°
C and calcined at 500
°
C. 
 
 However, the trend does not follow for the Au8Sn catalyst which on SiO2 
nanospheres calcined at 300
°
C after 4 hours gave only 46.8% conversion (Figure 
6.12) with 87.9% benzaldehyde selectivity (Figure 6.14). As compared to the Au9 
catalyst, there was only a small, ca. 8.7% increase in benzyl alcohol conversion and 
10% increase in benzaldehyde selectivity. Hence, the role of tin in boosting the 
catalytic performance together with gold is not seen here. 
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Figure 6.13: Selectivity of each product obtained by 4.0 wt. % Au of Au6Pd 
supported catalyst calcined at 300
°
C 
 
 For the uncalcined catalysts, the reaction appears to begin after 45 minutes 
(Figure 6.12). This phenomenon was also observed with uncalcined Au9 on SiO2 
nanospheres prepared by the wet impregnation method (Chapter 3 and 5). 
Presumably, the same effect occurs for Au8Sn. During the first 45 minutes removal 
of ligands occurs before transforming to Au-Sn nanoparticles and hence activating 
the catalyst. 
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Figure 6.14: Selectivity of each product obtained by 4.0 wt. % Au of Au8Sn 
supported catalyst calcined at 300
°
C 
 
 Figures 6.13 and 6.14 show the % selectivity of each product obtained from 
Au6Pd and Au8Sn catalysts respectively. For both, benzaldehyde is the main product 
with the selectivity being > 80%. However, traces of benzoic acid and benzyl 
benzoate appear especially after 2 hours of reaction. After 4 hours, Au6Pd gives 
88.0% benzaldehyde, 2.4% benzoic acid and 9.6% benzyl benzoate, while 87.9% 
benzaldehyde and 12.1% benzoic acid but no benzyl benzoate is seen for Au8Sn. 
 
6.5 Conclusion 
 Detailed structural studies especially single crystal X-ray diffraction and also 
computer simulation of the clusters needs to be investigated further in order to 
understand skeletal rearrangements, fragmentation and reversible transformations. 
Au6Pd was found to be active in catalyzing the oxidation of benzyl alcohol. The 
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Au8Sn cluster is somewhat difficult to characterize and determine the existence of Sn 
in the cluster. The only evidence that can come into our proposed of Sn metal 
presence is the slight increase in % conversion of benzyl alcohol in catalytic reaction 
compared to the corresponding monometallic Au cluster. Characterization of Pd and 
Sn metal need to be further investigated in order to understand the role played by 
both metal. Metal-support interactions, size particles effect and catalyst preparation 
method; those known to be affecting the catalytic performances were unclear to our 
findings and need more scientific evidence. Nonetheless, the results of this current 
study have advanced our knowledge of gold-metal clusters chemistry with respect to 
stability in and oxide support environment particularly SiO2 nanospheres, methods of 
spectroscopic characterization in the solid state and oxidation catalysis mechanism in 
general on a support. 
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Chapter 7 
 
Conclusions and Future Works 
 
7.0 Conclusions 
 In this research, we have demonstrated the synthesis of Au9 and Au13 clusters 
(Figure 7.1) used as the molecular precursor towards generating controlled size of 
gold nanoparticles. Wet impregnation method was used to deposit the clusters onto 
support but along the investigation, we developed a new TBHP assisted deposition-
precipitation method. Various characterisations techniques were used throughout the 
project. The clusters was first carefully characterised at molecular level before 
incorporating it onto solid support to produce supported heterogeneous catalyst. SiO2 
nanospheres and CATAPAL-A Boehmite alumina was employed as the solid 
support.  
 
 
Figure 7.1: Crystal structure of (a) Au9 and (b) Au13 clusters from literature. 
Carbons and hydrogens were omitted for clarity 
(a) (b) 
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 In Chapter 3 we discussed the wet impregnation method to produce gold 
nanoparticles through bottom-up approach utilising gold cluster compounds (Figure 
7.2 (a)). Although this method of preparation involved activation at high temperature 
which tends to promote larger particles, no evidence was made in this study that 
particle sizes larger than 100 nm are produced. The existence of phosphine stabilized 
ligand as precursor that tailored the molecular clusters in the initial stage of particles 
formation also helps avoiding gold atoms to sinter further upon calcination. The 
results appeared to be in very good agreement with coordination number determined 
by EXAFS for both precursor complexes and clusters visualizing strong structural 
stability and limitation in mobility of gold on support surface. 
 
 
Figure 7.2: TEM images of (a) Au13 cluster on SiO2 (WI) nanospheres calcined at 
300
°
C and (b) Au13 cluster on SiO2 (TBHP) nanospheres uncalcined 
 
We believe that our approach of having control over particles size generation 
by using gold molecular cluster as precursor is relevant but the method used in 
preparing the catalyst has to be optimised, in particular a detailed study at a specific 
temperature close to the point at which the phosphine ligands are removed. There 
may be several advantages of this kind of approach for preparing fine size gold 
(a) (b) 
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nanoparticles catalysts, such as the likely of loss of Au in the preparation which is 
reported elsewhere. Having used gold molecular clusters as precursor added another 
advantage. Careful consideration on type of clusters to be used, method of 
preparation and appropriate solid support will leads to producing highly dispersed 
and small gold nanoparticles catalyst. 
 
 Chapter 4 is the highlight of our work, in which a new method of catalyst 
preparation, using TBHP as the medium to carry out deposition-precipitation for 
producing highly dispersed gold nanoparticles is reported. This is shown to be a very 
promising route in producing finely dispersed and relatively small gold 
nanoparticulate catalysts (Figure 7.2 (b)). The most widely applicable discovery of 
this work has been the development of a new chemical treatment method for ligand 
removal at low temperature (95
°
C) and a one-step procedure. This method may prove 
to be viable for the activation of a range of ligand-stabilised clusters catalysts that 
will minimise agglomeration of gold particles. 
 
The most interesting finding was the self-assembled particles observed in 
Au13 supported on SiO2 support catalyst (Figure 7.3). The particles not only maintain 
the very small size (ca. 2 nm) but also promoted a crown-shaped formation on the 
edge of the SiO2 nanospheres. However, the explanation on what drives the particles 
to exist in that organization is still unknown to us. Further detailed investigation 
should be carried out in order to study the particle-support interactions between 
clusters and SiO2 nanospheres via this method that presumably promotes self-
assembly nanoparticles as observed by high resolution TEM. 
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Figure 7.3: High resolution of TEM images of Au13 clusters catalyst deposited on 
SiO2 nanospheres via TBHP method uncalcined showing the self-assembled particles 
organization 
 
Chapter 5 was focussed on the catalytic performances of all catalysts prepared 
either via WI or TBHP method. From the findings of our research work, the 
following main conclusions can be drawn: 
1. Gold nanoparticle sizes ranging from 1 nm to 20 nm showed the excellent 
catalytic performance in terms of % substrate conversion. Nevertheless, gold 
nanoparticles sizes below 5 nm proved to be the best catalyst judging from 
the % substrate conversion, % product selectivity, TON, TOF and 
recyclability. 
2. Regardless of differences in solid supports or gold molecular clusters as 
precursor to begin with, TBHP method prepared catalyst always gives better 
result in catalytic performance (Figure 7.4). 
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3. Leaching of gold nanoparticles into reaction solution also seems to be 
minimised and catalyst can be recycled up to sixth usage with reasonable rate 
of catalytic inefficiency. 
4. The use of phosphine-stabilized gold molecular clusters can control the size 
of gold nanoparticles formation provided the activation of the catalyst step 
(i.e transformation process from ligand protected molecular clusters to naked 
nanoparticles) is carefully chosen for example by avoiding high temperature 
activation. This is one crucial stage in preparing gold nanoparticles catalyst 
and we achieved that with TBHP method where activation of catalyst can be 
done at 95
°
C. 
 
In addition to two gold clusters, we also synthesized two bimetallic gold-
metal clusters utilising palladium and tin. The synthesis, characterizations and 
catalytic testing of both bimetallic catalysts was discussed in Chapter 6. However, 
the work reported here is very minimal and the data obtained is considered to be 
preliminary. Nevertheless the study showed that bimetallic catalysts can be prepared 
by this route. From the findings, it is difficult to speculate further about the 
synergistic mechanism of catalytic behaviour reflecting the bimetallic properties 
since more data is needed to substantiate the findings. Detailed structural studies 
especially using X-ray single crystal as well as computer simulation of the clusters 
compounds need to be investigated in order to understand the skeletal 
rearrangements, fragmentation and reversible transformation that take place during 
the reaction. Au6Pd was found to be active in catalysing the oxidation of benzyl 
alcohol. 
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Figure 7.4: Kinetic comparison between uncalcined catalysts prepared using wet 
impregnation (WI) method and TBHP method over 4 hours of catalysis reaction. 
Experiment was done in 3 replicates and the average values were plotted. 
 
With much issues in Au8Sn cluster synthesis as well as the compound being 
insoluble and unstable, it is hard to characterize and determined the existence of Sn 
in the cluster. The only evidence that can come into our prediction of Sn metal 
appearance is the slightly increasing % conversion of benzyl alcohol in catalytic 
reaction compared to the corresponding monometallic Au cluster. Characterizations 
on Pd and Sn part needs to be investigated further in order to understand the role 
played by both metal in addition to Au. Metal-support interactions, size particles 
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effect and catalysts preparation method are well known to affect the catalytic 
performances (Figure 7.5), but from our study it is unclear whether one or more of 
them contribute to the catalytic performance  and need more scientific evidence to be 
able to draw conclusion. Nonetheless, the results of this current study have advanced, 
to our knowledge of gold-metal clusters chemistry with respect to stability in an 
oxide support environment particularly SiO2 support supported by spectroscopic 
characterization in the solid state and oxidation catalysis. 
 
 
Figure 7.5: Comparison of % conversion of benzyl alcohol using 4.0 wt. % Au of 
Au8Sn supported catalysts uncalcined, calcined at 300
°
C and calcined at 500
°
C 
 
In conclusion, this research employed two phosphine stabilized gold 
molecular clusters which are Au9 and Au13 (Figure 7.1). The TGA-DSC and concise 
study of in-situ EXAFS-XRD data on both clusters showed that Au13 clusters 
transform to nanoparticles at slightly lower temperature (245°C) than the Au9 
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clusters (295°C). The information gathered and discussed in Chapter 3 and 4 also 
suggested that Au13, owing to the icosahedral geometry was a more stable cluster 
than Au9. Its shape helps to minimise particle aggregation and structural 
rearrangement which will also leads to sintering problem. Both clusters were 
deposited onto SiO2 nanospheres and Al2O3 using WI and TBHP method. Catalyst 
activation was done for catalysts prepared by WI through the use of  high 
temperature calcination (300°C and 500°C) while catalysts prepared using TBHP 
were activated in-situ during the impregnation process at 95°C. The higher 
temperature involved in WI method (ca. 300
o
C) promoted the sintering of the gold 
particles to larger nanoparticles in the range of 20-50 nm, whilst gold nanoparticles 
obtained by TBHP method dispersed on the support were about 1-15 nm diameter in 
size (Figure 7.2). 
 
The results proved that we  have two successful methods of controlling the 
size of gold nanoparticles generated which are (i) by using phosphine stabilized 
molecular clusters and (ii) by low temperature, chemical treatment during 
impregnation process offered by TBHP method. Hypothetically, from all the 
characterization data, TBHP method catalysts is better than WI method catalysts 
because of the smaller nanoparticles generated as well as better dispersion onto 
support. In Chapter 5 the performance of all catalysts prepared were discussed and 
confirming our hypothesis, the TBHP method catalysts always catalysed the reaction 
better than WI method catalysts. SiO2 and Al2O3 supports did affect the catalytic 
activity in terms of the rate of reaction (Figure 7.4). Al2O3 was observed to offer 
slower kinetics compared to SiO2 although at the end of reaction the % conversion 
obtained was comparable. In the end, we considered the uniform size of SiO2 
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nanospheres that responsible of such behaviour and also forcing the nanoparticles to 
self-assemble as observed in TBHP prepared catalysts (Figure 7.3). Heterobimetallic 
catalysts were an expanding area which caught our attention. From the catalysis data, 
Au8Sn did not offer synergistic effect compared to Au6Pd. Nevertheless, this 
research opens a wide area to be investigated further and several new possibilities 
that can be research in detail. 
 
7.1 Future Works 
 Many aspects of the research reported here are still open for further studies. 
To mention few of those: 
1. Expanding the research to bigger gold clusters such as Au20, Au55 and other 
ligand-stabilized gold molecular clusters. 
2. The support effects should be investigated by varying the support using 
different oxides or zeolites and mesoporous silica. 
3. The particle-support interaction can be studied by varying the parameters 
such as temperatures, solvent or pH during preparation. 
4. The catalysts can be tested for their catalytic performances on other catalytic 
reactions such as gas phase oxidation reaction or hydrogenation. 
5. The ability of TBHP method to be widely used as effective deposition method 
can be investigated further by employing the method towards preparation of 
other catalyst system. 
6. The self-assembled particles that we observed can be characterised further to 
investigated the characteristics that drive the phenomenon to occur. 
7. A complete study can be done on the heterobimetallic gold-metal catalysts 
topic. 
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Appendix A 
 
Calculation formula: 
 C = concentration and t = time 
1. % conversion = (  
 (        )     (       )   
 (        )   
)       
2. % selectivity = (                (       )   )        
3. TON = 
(                                  )   (        )   
           
 
4. TOF = 
   
             
 
5. Gold loading: e.g calculation of mmol/g of Au from AAS 
Sample for AAS = 0.005 g dissolved in 25 mL 5%  HCl 
Results:  Au = (a) mg/l 
     = (a) mg / 1000 ml x 25 ml 
     = (b) mg 
     = (b) x 10
-3
 g 
Mass   mol   = (b) x 10
-3
 g / 196.97 gmol
-1 
     
= (c) x 10
-6
 mol 
Therefore, mol Au in sample = (c) x 10
-6
 mol / 0.005 g 
= (d) x 10
-4
 molg
-1 
In every 0.20 g of catalyst used = (d) x 10
-4
 molg
-1 
x 0.20 g 
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Appendix B 
 
AAS Data
1
 
 
Support Condition Catalyst Au detected (mg/l) 
SiO2 
Uncalcined 
Au9 
0.0369 
Au13 
0.0600 
Calcined at 
300
O
C 
Au9 
0.0410 
Au13 
0.0738 
Al2O3 
Uncalcined 
Au9 
0.0340 
Au13 
0.0405 
Calcined at 
300
O
C 
Au9 
0.0955 
Au13 
0.0350 
Catalysts prepared by TBHP method. Values are average from 3 replicates of 
analysis. 
                                                          
1
 Collected and analysed by Siti Kamilah Che’ Soh, Ph.D, Universiti Teknologi Malaysia (UTM), 
Skudai, Johor, Malaysia. In collaboration with Prof. Dr. Mustaffa Shamsuddin. 
